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FOREWARD

Prior to 1986 only reconnaissance level geological 

information was available for the Anson Area. The present 

detailed mapping project was designed to encourage mineral 

exploration interest and to provide a mineral and land-use 

potential evaluation for the area. This project is part of a 

four-year program to investigate the geology of the Grenville 

Province of southern Ontario near the Town of Minden.

The Precambrian bedrock of the area consists dominantly of a 

series of mafic and granitic gneisses, which may host a variety 

of mineralization. Copper and gold mineralization have the 

greatest potential in the area. Non-metallic mineral occurrences 

consist of dolomite marble and flagstone. Extensive sand and 

gravel deposits are present along the Gull River.

V.G. Milne, Director 

Ontario Geological Survey
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ABSTRACT

LOCATION MAP Scale: 1:1 584 000 or 1 inch to 25 miles

Figure 1: Key map showing the location of the Anson area.

The Anson area lies about 140 km northeast of the City of 

Toronto, and covers approximately 280 km2.

Bedrock is Middle to Late Proterozoic in age, and is part of 

the Grenville Structural Province. The map area lies Just east 

of, and includes part of, the boundary between the Central 

Metasedimentary Belt and the Ontario Gneiss Segment of the
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Central Gneiss Belt. All Precambrian rocks have been regionally 

metamorphosed to upper amphibolite facies at ea. 1100 Ma.

The map area consists of two main tectonic elements. From 

east to west, these are: (1) The Central Metasedimentary Belt 

Boundary Zone; and (2) The Fishog Subdomain (Central Gneiss 

Belt). A small part of the Denna Lake Structural Complex 

(Central Metasedimentary Belt) is exposed in the extreme 

southeast corner of the map area.

The oldest rocks in the map area comprise the Fishog Sub 

domain which consists of metamorphosed rocks of predominantly 

igneous origin. These meta-igneous rocks can be divided into six 

groups. In order of interpreted decreasing age these are: 1) an 

older group of gneisses of mainly tonalitic and dioritic 

composition; 2) meta-anorthosite and related rocks; 3) meta 

morphosed monzonite and monzogranite plutons; 4) metamorphosed 

granodiorite plutons; 5) metamorphosed syenogranite sills and 

plutons; and 6) meta-gabbro plugs. In addition to these units, a 

number of hybrid rock units are found along the margins of some 

of the larger plutonic bodies.

The eastern third of the map area is underlain by the 

Central Metasedimentary Belt Boundary Zone, which separates the 

Central Gneiss Belt (Fishog Subdomain) from the Central Meta 

sedimentary Belt (Denna Lake Structural Complex) and consists of 

tectonically-modified gneisses, including porphyroclastic 

gneisses, transposed and straight gneisses, block gneisses and 

irregularly layered gneisses. Rocks of the Central Metasediment-
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ary Belt Boundary Zone are among the youngest rocks in the map 

area based on deformation and contact relations, but the zone 

itself may have a pre-history masked by subsequent deformational 

events.

Late syenite and granite pegmatite dikes cut all Precambrian 

units in the map area.

No recorded mineral exploration or development has occurred 

in the Anson area. The Fishog Subdomain may host copper, nickel, 

and gold mineralization. Stone potential in the area consists 

mainly of the development of flagstone prospects in the eastern 

third of the map area. Production of flagstone from the Anson 

area, and the Minden area in general, could be greatly expanded. 

Extensive sand and gravel deposits of Pleistocene age occur along 

the Gull River.
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GEOLOGY OF THE ANSON AREA

Haliburton and Victoria Counties and

Muskoka District

by

R.M.Easton

INTRODUCTION

The Anson map area lies between Latitudes 4-4 0 52'30"N and 

45 0 00'00"N and Longitudes 78 0 45'00"W and 79 0 00'00"W and is in the 

Counties of Haliburton and Victoria, and the District of Muskoka. 

The area covers about 280 km2, is located 14-0 km northeast of the 

City of Toronto, and includes parts of Anson, Digby, Hindon, 

Longford, Lutterworth, Minden, and Oakley Townships. The Town of 

Minden lies 1 km east of the east-central boundary of the map 

area.

No metallic or non-metallic mineral production has occurred 

in the area, and no recorded mineral exploration has been 

conducted in the map area (Assessment Files Research Office, 

Ontario Geological Survey, Toronto). 

Access

The area can be reached by Highway 35 from Lindsay and 

Peterborough to the south. Highway 35 lies about 2 km east of 

the eastern boundary of the map area, and along with Haliburton 

County Road 2 provides access to the eastern part of the map 

area. Highway 118 parallels the northern boundary of the map 

area, about A- km to the north, and provides limited access to the 

western and central parts of the map area. The remainder of the 

map area is accessible only by canoe through Millward and Andrews
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Lakes, along Anson Creek and its string of lakes, by snowmobile 

trails through the central part of the area, or by float-equipped 

aircraft. Lakes in the eastern half of the map area are small. 

Larger lakes are present in Longford Township, but are the result 

of man-made dams. Services are available in the Town of Minden, 

located 1 km east of the map area on Highway 35. 

Physiography

Relief in the map area is about 75 m. The altitude 

gradually increases from about 350 to 375 m above sea level in 

the southern part of the map area to about 375 to 400 m above sea 

level in the north. Relief is more pronounced along the Gull 

River valley and its tributaries in the east, and in areas 

underlain by monzonite suite rocks, mainly in Longford Township.

Most of the eastern third of the map area is drained by the 

Gull River System via Bob Creek and Bob Lake and tributaries of 

the Gull River. The western and central parts of the map area 

drain into Anson Creek via Millward, Crotchet, and Andrews 

Lakes. Rainy, Big Trout, Big Duck, and Logan Lakes are man-made 

lakes along Anson Creek. Anson Creek drains southwest into the 

Black River, which eventually connects with the Trent-Severn 

River System.

Distribution of rock outcrop in the area is varied, but in 

general decreases to the north and northwest. Exposures make up 

50% to 60* of the area in the southwest and south-central parts 

of the map area. Less exposure is found in the eastern part of 

the map area, where outcrop ranges from 15* to 30*. In
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particular, the area underlain by tectonites of the Central 

Metasedimentary Belt Boundary Zone (CMBBZ) supports thick soil 

and vegetation cover. To the north and northweast, till cover 

increases greatly, and in these areas outcrop ranges from 5% to 

15%. Consequently, some of the more interpretative aspects of 

the geology of the Anson area are based on study of the better 

exposed and lithologically similar Digby-Lutterworth area to the 

south (Easton, 1986a). In areas of poor exposure, only ridge 

tops, and then generally only those of granite and monzonite 

gneiss, are exposed. In the central part of the map area many 

swamps occur, mainly due to beaver activity.

Cultivation has occurred in the eastern part of the area,

mainly in areas underlain by glaciolacustrine deposits along the 

Gull River, or areas underlain by the thicker soils developed on 

rocks of the CMBBZ. Many of these fields have been abandoned and 

are reverting to scrub forest.

The thick till cover in the Anson area obscures the 

relationship between geology and topography in the map area. 

Drainage patterns in the Anson area do, however, show a close 

correlation with north-northwest and northwest-trending faults. 

Homogeneous monzonite and granite gneiss units generally are the 

most resistant rocks, and form ridge tops; with more 

heterogeneous phases cropping out in valleys. The dips of most 

geologic units in the area are shallow, and locally there is some 

correlation between lithology and small changes in topography.
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Previous Geological Work

Previous geological work in the area Is limited. Some of 

the first work was a reconnaissance survey of the Haliburton- 

Bancroft area by Adams and Barlow (1910) for the Geological 

Survey of Canada. In this and subsequent surveys, the map area 

was at the margin of the main area of interest, and received only 

minor attention. Satterly (1943) examined part of the area 

during the course of the preparation of 1 inch to 2 mile 

compilation maps of the Haliburton-Bancroft region, and made some 

improvements to the map of Adams and Barlow (1910). Schwerdtner 

and Mawer (1982) did a reconnaissance survey of the Precambrian 

geology of the Lake Simcoe area, including the map area, but only 

made a coarse subdivision of the area into orthogneiss, para- 

gneiss and marble.

The Digby-Lutterworth area immediately south of the map area 

was mapped by the author in 1984 (Easton, 1986a; Easton et al., 

1985; Easton and Van Kranendonk, 1984); and the Lochlin area 

immediately to the east of the map area was mapped by the author 

in 1985 (Easton, 1987, in press; Easton et al., 1987). The area 

to the north of the map area, in particular the Central Metasedi- 

mentary Belt Boundary Zone has been examined by Davidson et al. 

(1984) and Hanmer and Ciesielski (1984) and Hanmer et al., 1985). 

C. Kaszycki (1985) describes glaciolacustrine deposits along the 

Gull River Valley immediately adjacent to the map area. M. Van 

Kranendonk is doing research on the anorthositic rocks of the 

Dibgy-Lutterworth and Anson areas as part of an M.Se. thesis 

under the supervision of Dr. W.M. Schwerdtner at the University 

of Toronto.
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Present Geological Survey

Map (back pocket, scale 1:31 680) presents the 

results of the geological survey carried out by the author and 

his assistants during Duly and August 1985, and Oune 1986. 

Preliminary map P.3066 (Easton et al., 1987) at a scale of 1:15 

840 was released in 1987, and a preliminary report on the geology 

of the area was presented in the 1986 Summary of Field Work 

(Easton, 1986b). A field trip guide covering part of the map 

area was released in 1984 by the Friends of the Grenville 

Organization (Easton et al., 1984; partly reprinted in Easton, 

1986a), and describes rocks of the CMBBZ in the map area along 

Haliburton County Road 2.

Vertical aerial photographs at a scale of 1 inch to 1/4 mile 

(1:15 840) were supplied by the Air Photo Library, Public 

Information Centre, Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources and 

were used for mapping control. Acetate overlays were used to 

record data collected on traverses which were run by the pace and 

compass method. Information from mapping was plotted on Forestry 

Inventory Resource Base Map 448783 at a scale of 1:15 840 

supplied by the Cartography Division, Ontario Ministry of Natural 

Resources. Recent information with respect to roads, buildings, 

powerlines, and shoreline features were added to the base map. 

Geology was not tied to surveyed lines. Traverses were not 

spaced at regular intervals, but were designed to included as 

many of the major outcrop areas as possible, particularly in 

areas of complex geology and along contacts between major rock 

units.
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Terminology

In order to avoid confusion, a number of terms used in the 

discussion of the general geology of the map area are outlined 

below. 

PRECAMBRIAN TIME-SCALE

The Precambrian time scale as subdivided by Palmer (1983) is 

used. Precambrian time is divided into two eons; the Archean 

(older than 2500 Ma) and the Proterozoic (between 2500 and 570 

Ma). The Proterozoic is divided into three eras; Early (2500 to 

1600 Ma); Middle (1600 to 900 Ma) and Late (900 to 570 Ma).
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ROCK CLASSIFICATION

Terminology for all plutonic rocks in this area follows the 

recommendations of Streckeisen (1976).

For metamorphic rocks, mineral prefixes are listed in order 

of relative abundance, starting with the least abundant first. 

The following conventions are used regarding descriptive 

adjectives. A "gneissic granite" is a meta-igneous rock of 

granitic composition. A "granitic gneiss", a "granite gneiss", 

or a "gneiss of granitic composition" may be either a 

meta-igneous or a metasedimentary rock. Similarly, a "tonalite 

gneiss" is a gneiss of tonalite modal composition, but may be of 

either meta-igneous or metasedimentary origin. A "gneissic 

meta-arkose" is a metasedimentary gneiss of granitic composition.

For tectonites in the map area, the terminology used is that 

of Davidson et al. (1982) as formally outlined by Hanmer and 

Ciesielski (1984). These terms include transposed gneiss, 

porphyroclastic gneiss, straight gneiss, and block gneiss. These 

terms are defined in greater detail in the section on the Central 

Metasedimentary Belt Boundary Zone (p. 41-49).

The term metamorphic grade is used in the case where 

bulk-rock composition or other factors prevent a more detailed 

assignment of metamorphic conditions. The metamorphic grade 

scheme used in this report is shown in Figure 2. Where 

metamorphic conditions can be outlined more precisely, the 

metamorphic facies terminology of Turner (1981) is used.
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t
/. eclogite grade metamorphism

low-T, high-P 
grade 
meta.

very-low
grade 

metamorphism

very-low 
grade hornfels

i i
low-grade medium- high-grade 

metamorphism grade metamorphism 
metamorphism

low-grade medium-grade high-grade 
hornfels hornfels hornfels

Figure 2: Metamorphic grade classification scheme used in this 

report (from Easton, 1986a).

FOLIATION, SCHISTOSITY, GNEISSOSITY, CLEAVAGE

Foliation is used to describe all types of megascopically 

recognizable structural surfaces of metamorphic origin (Turner 

and Weiss, 1963). Several distinguishable types of foliation 

include compositional layering, preferred orientation of mineral 

grains, and localized slip features. Gneissosity and schistosity 

are the most common varieties of foliation in the map area. 

Schistosity is a planar structure in a metamorphic rock due to 

abundant, preferentially oriented grains, especially in micas. 

Schistosity is accompanied by a fissility in the rock, and is 

best developed in rocks rich in micaceous minerals. Gneissosity
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denotes a layering of metamorphic origin, defined by the 

alternation of layers, streaks or lenticles of contrasting 

mineralogy or texture. The streaks or lenticles may be 

discontinuous. Cleavage denotes a parting in the rock resulting 

from the parallel growth of micaceous or elongated minerals in 

fine-grained rocks. 

LAYERING THICKNESS TERMS

Layering thickness terms used in this report are listed 

below:

Very thinly layered O cm 

Thinly layered 3 to 10 cm 

Medium layered 10 to 30 cm 

Thickly layered 30 to 100 cm (1m) 

Very thickly layered 1 m to 3 m 

Extremely thickly layered >3 m

These terms correspond to bedding thickness terms used for 

bedded rocks.
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GENERAL GEOLOGY 

Geological Summary

The Anson area is underlain by Precambrian rocks of the 

Grenville Structural Province. Precambrian rocks in the map area 

are of Middle to Late Proterozoic age, and lie near the boundary 

between two major zones of the Grenvilie Province: the Central 

Metasedimentary Belt (CMB) (subzone IV-A), which underlies the 

Lochlin area to the east, and the Central Gneiss Belt (CGB)

(Ontario Gneiss Segment) to the west (Wynne-Edwards, 1972) 

(Figure 3). Deformed rocks in the eastern part of the map area 

form the boundary zone between the two terranes (Figure 3) and 

the boundary zone has been termed the Central Metasedimentary 

Belt Boundary Zone (CMBBZ)(Davidson et al. , 1984).

The Precambrian rocks in the Anson area may be divided into 

two main groups, which also correspond to major tectonic zones 

(Figure 4), and which continue on strike from the Digby- 

Lutterworth area to the south (Easton, 1986a). In order of 

interpreted decreasing age these are:

(1) The Fishog Subdomain (CGB) which underlies the western 

two-thirds of the map area, and which consists of a 

metamorphosed igneous terrane. These rocks correspond in 

part to the Algonquin Batholith of Schwerdtner and Lumbers 

(1980) and Lumbers (1982).

The Fishog Subdomain in turn consists of three main 

lithologic divisions which correspond to major tectonic features 

in the map area (Figure 4). From east to west these divisions 

are:
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(i) an area of migmatitic dioritic and tonalitic gneisses 

intruded by sills of granitic gneiss (Figure b).

(ii) an area of thinly layered, compositionally varied,

migmatitic gneisses, locally containing pods and layers of 

anorthosite, anorthositic gabbro, and gabbro, and which 

contain a number of broad folds (Figure 4).

(iii)a large area of predominantly monzonite gneiss that 

underlies most of Longford Township (Figure 4).

(2) The Central Metasedimentary Belt Boundary Zone (CMBBZ) which 

separates the Fishog Subdomain from rocks of the Central 

Metasedimentary Belt to the east in the Lochlin area (Easton 

et al., 1987). The CMBBZ is a zone of tectonically 

disrupted gneisses derived from both the CMB and the CGB. 

In part it corresponds to the coarse clastic sequence of 

Lumbers (1982).

A third tectonic zone, the Denna Lake Structural Complex 

(Easton, 1983, 1986a), is exposed only in the extreme 

southeastern corner of the map area, and consists of tectonically 

disrupted Grenville Supergroup rocks (CMB). Late tectonic 

pegmatite sheets and mafic dikes cut all of the above units.

The general stratigraphic succession of rocks in the area is 

given in Table 1. Figure A- is a generalized geologic map of the 

Digby-Lutterworth, Anson, and Highway 118 area, and also shows 

the location of mineral occurrences within the map area. Figure 

5 is a generalized geologic map of the area, simplified from Map 

P.3066 (back pocket). Figure 6 shows the major tectonic elements 

of the Anson area, as well as important geographic names. For 

ease of comparison with the Digby-Lutterworth area to the south,
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map-units 1-16 (Fishog Subdomain) in the Anson area correspond to 

map-units 1-16 (Fishog Subdomain) in the Digby-Lutterworth area 

(Easton, 1986a; Easton et al., 1985).

The oldest rocks in the map area comprise the Fishog 

Subdomain which consists of metamorphosed rocks of predominantly 

igneous origin. These rocks can be subdivided on the basis of 

lithology, structure, and cross-cutting relationships into six 

groups. In order of interpreted decreasing ages these are:

(1) an older group of migmatitic gneisses of mainly dioritic to 

tonalitic composition.

(2) meta-anorthosite and related rocks.

(3) metamorphosed monzonite and monzogranite plutons.

(4) metamorphosed granodiorite plutons.

(5) metamorphosed syenogranite sills and plutons.

(6) meta-gabbro plugs.

In addition, a number of hybrid rock units are found along the 

margins of some of the larger plutonic bodies, and several 

mylonitic zones are present in the Fishog Subdomain.

Gneisses of the older group (#. 1 above) are found mainly 

between Lutterworth Lake and Beer Lake (Figure 5), and consist 

dominantly of tonalitic and dioritic migmatitic gneisses. These 

rocks have a granodioritic leucosome phase absent from other 

gneisses of the older group. South of Millward Lake, gneisses of 

the older group form screens of well-layered dioritic gneiss 

between the granitic sills that underlie most of the eastern 

Fishog Subdomain. The rocks of the older gneiss group are
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characterized by their overall mafic composition, intrusion by 

all later meta-igneous rocks, and the fact that fold structures 

within these rocks (e.g. north shore of Millward Lake) (Figure 5) 

influence the siting of later igneous events.

The anorthosite group of rocks consists of anorthosite and 

anorthositic gabbro, as well as a group of diorite to quartz 

monzodiorite bodies spatially and temporally associated with the 

anorthosites. All of these rocks may have been part of an 

igneous complex at one time. Rocks of the anorthosite group are 

better exposed in the Digby-Lutterworth area to the south. In 

the Anson area, they occur mainly as a boudinaged sheet that 

extends from the south-central part of the map area along a 

northeast trend to the north boundary of the map sheet (Figure 

5). As shown in Figure 4, the sheet extends further north to 

Highway 118, and it can be traced 20 km southwest through the 

Digby-Lutterworth area. The boudinaged anorthosite sheet was 

intruded prior to intrusion of the monzonite suite rocks, as 

blocks of anorthosite are found in intrusion breccias and 

injection migmatites along the margin of the granitoid bodies in 

contact with the sheet along the Anson Shear Zone. The 

anorthosite and related rocks correspond to the mafic anorthosite 

suite of Lumbers (1982).

Monzonitic to monzogranitle plutons intrude rocks of the 

older group of gneisses of dioritic to tonalitic composition in 

the western third of the map area; most of Longford Township is 

underlain by these rocks. These plutons are compositionally 

varied, and contain xenolith-rich margins of several hundred



metres width; as well as xenolith-rlch zones in the main part of 

the body, possibly representing screens of partly assimilated 

country rocks. In addition, the monzonitic plutons were either 

intruded into, or deformed with, major fold structures present in 

the western part of the map area. This observation is more 

striking in the Digby-Lutterworth area to the south (Easton, 

1986a). These rocks would correspond to the monzonitic group of 

the anorthosite suite of Lumbers (1982). Together, the 

anorthosite group and monzonite group rocks of the area form part 

of the Algonquin Batholith of Lumbers (1982).

A massive to weakly foliated granodiorite pluton, which may 

be roughly lenticular in form, intrudes the older dioritic 

rocks. These granodioritic rocks are more abundant in the 

Digby-Lutterworth area. In turn, the granodiorite pluton has 

been intruded by syenogranite sills and plutons which underlie 

about half of the Fishog Subdomain, particularly the central and 

eastern parts of the map area.

Three late meta-gabbro plugs are present in the Fishog 

Subdomain, all located near the margin of the Longford Township 

monzonite body, and apparently indicate the waning of magmatic 

activity in the zone. Locally high-strain zones (straight and 

porphyroclastic gneisses) are present in the Fishog Subdomain, 

and affect all lithologies within the Fishog Subdomain except, 

perhaps, the late gabbroic plugs. These zones are more abundant 

in the eastern part of the Fishog Subdomain, and they may be 

related to the CMBBZ.
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The extreme southeastern corner of the map area is underlain 

by a heterogeneous assemblage of tectonically disrupted strata 

termed the Denna Lake Structural Complex (Easton, 1986a). In the 

map area, it consists of a marble tectonic breccia that contains 

fist to house-sized and larger (up to 500m x 500m) 

metaquartzarenite fragments.

The Central Metasedimentary Belt Boundary Zone (CMBBZ) 

separates the Central Gneiss Belt (Fishog Subdomain in the map 

area) from the Central Metasedimentary Belt (Denna Lake 

Structural Complex in adjacent Lochlin map area) (Figures 3 and 

4). Rocks within this zone have been tectonically modified, and 

include a number of tectonites, including porphyroclastic 

gneisses, transposed gneisses, block gneisses and straight 

gneisses (Hanmer and Ciesielski, 1984). The CMBBZ has been 

divided into a number of mappable units, based on overall 

composition, layering characteristics, degree of tectonic 

disruption, grain-size and texture, and in some cases, 

distinctive mineralogy. The CMBBZ varies from east to west as 

follows:

(1) A zone of well-layered, highly-strained granite and granitoid 

gneisses of indeterminate protolith (straight gneiss).

(2) A zone of highly-disrupted rocks. Within this zone are found 

the porphyroclastic gneisses of Davidson et al. (1982). The 

protolith of many rocks in this zone is indeterminate, 

although some marble and calc-silicate units are present.

(3) In the southern part of the map area, the CMBBZ contains a 

belt of disrupted and strained mafic gneisses, which are
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probably derived from mafic gneisses (map-unit 1) in the adjacent 

Fishog Subdomain. In the north, granite layers become more 

abundant in the northeastern part of the CMBBZ, and in part this 

may reflect the presence of more granitic rocks in the adjacent 

Fishog Subdomain. The outcrop distribution of the CMBBZ has been 

strongly influenced by a series of north-northwest trending 

brittle faults which cut all rock units in the map area.

Late syenite and granite pegmatite dikes cut all units in 

the map area.

Metamorphic grade in the Precambrian rocks across the map 

area is upper amphibolite facies. This metamorphism corresponds 

to the ea. 1100 Ma metamorphic event characteristic of the 

Grenville Province. At least two earlier metamorphic events have 

probably occurred in the Fishog Subdomain. No evidence of 

granulite facies mineral assemblages was observed in granitoid 

rocks of the Fishog Subdomain of the area, although such 

assemblages are present on Highway 118 north of the map area. In 

the northwest corner of the map area, patchy yellow-green 

alteration zones in the Longford Township monzonite body may 

respresent incipient development of granulite facies assemblages.

The structural geology of the area is dominated by the major 

tectonic boundaries which serve to separate the main rock groups 

in the map area (Figures 4 and 5). These include the boundary 

between the CMBBZ and the eastern part of the Fishog Subdomain, a 

dominantly structural contact; as well as the Anson Shear Zone, 

which separates a terrane of dominantly older mafic gneisses and 

granite sills to the east from monzonites of the western Fishog
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Subdomain. The Anson Shear Zone is both a structural and 

lithological boundary. Other structural elements of note are the 

fold structures in the eastern part of the Fishog Subdomain which 

fold the older diorite, anorthosite, and monzonitic rocks. It is 

unclear if the late granite sills are folded, or have been 

intruded along fold limbs. The central Fishog Subdomain is cut 

by a north-northwest trending fault set, which cuts all units in 

the Subdomain. In the Digby-Lutterworth area to the south, late 

faults have a north-northeast trend, and the two sets of faults 

may be conjugate. Deformation recorded in the granite plutons of 

the Fishog Subdomain, mainly flattening and the development of a 

southeast-plunging lineation, Increases towards the CMBBZ. Rocks 

near the CMBBZ, in the CMBBZ, as well as in the Denna Lake and 

Glamorgan Complexes in the Lochlin area to the east, all contain 

a southeast, shallow-plunging lineation. Structures within the 

map area are consistent with a model of northwest-directed 

thrusting of the CMB over the CGB (Davidson et al. , 1984).

Few mineral occurrences have been located in the Fishog 

Subdomain or the CMBBZ, mainly due to lack of exploration 

activity. Copper-nickel and gold mineralization might be 

expected within this zone. Flagstone potential is highest in the 

straight gneisses of the CMBBZ in the eastern part of the map 

area, and are another potential resource within the map area. 

Marbles in the Bob Lake area may also have potential for use as 

building stone, or as a source of dolomite. Other stone 

prospects in the area are limited by poor access and deformation 

related to the CMBBZ. Sand and gravel deposits of good quality 

are located along the Gull River in the vicinity of Minden, and 

are being exploited.
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MIDDLE PROTEROZOIC

CENTRAL GNEISS BELT - FISHOG SUBDOMAIN (map-units 1 to 16) 

Introduction

The Central Gneiss Belt of the Grenville Province underlies 

the western half of the map area, and includes the oldest rocks 

in the map area. Davidson et al. (1982, 1984) and Culshaw et al. 

(1983) have recognized a number of tectonic domains in the 

Central Gneiss Belt, each domain having characteristic lith- 

ologies and structures. The recognition of these domains has led 

to a better understanding of the development of the Central 

Gneiss Belt, and assisted geologic mapping. However, rocks 

within the map area differ from rocks described within the 

typical Muskoka Domain of Davidson et al. (1982, 1984) and 

Culshaw et al. (1983) which might be expected to underlie the map 

area (Figure 3). Schwerdtner and Mawer (1982) also noted that 

the area was distinct; was separated from what would be 

considered typical Muskoka Domain rocks by the Kahshe Lake shear 

zone; and has a distinctive magnetic signature (see Section on 

Aeromagnetic Data). For these reasons, the rocks in the area 

bounded by the CMBBZ to the east, the Kahshe Shear Zone to the 

west and north, and the Paleozoic unconformity to the south have 

been informally termed the Fishog Subdomain (Easton, 1986a) in 

order to distinguish these rocks from the Muskoka Domain. 

Further mapping is needed to the west and north to better 

determine if the Fishog Subdomain is part of the Muskoka Domain, 

or a separate domain.
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The Fishog Subdomain is a predominantly meta-igneous 

terrane, underlain mainly by large monzonite and granite 

plutons. Rocks within the Fishog Subdomain are similar to those 

described by Lumbers (1982) and Schwerdtner and Lumbers (1980) as 

constituting the Algonquin Batholith. 

Older Gneisses (nap-units 1, 2 and 3) 

Introduction

The oldest rocks in the map area consist of a series of 

dioritic, tonalitic and calc-silicate gneisses exposed as screens 

within, and adjacent to, the large monzonitic and granitic 

plutonic masses that underlie most of the Fishog Subdomain 

(Figure 4). In addition, there is some lateral variation in the 

distribution of the older gneisses. Dioritic and tonalitic 

migmatitic gneisses (map-unit 1) are only exposed in a north- 

south band between Lutterworth Lake and Beer Lake (Figure 5). 

Layered calc-silicate gneisses (map-unit 2) are only exposed on 

the southeast shore of Rainy (Anson) Lake, probably as a screen 

within the marginal phase of the Longford Township monzonite 

body. Similar rocks are more abundant in the Digby-Lutterworth 

area to the south.

The dioritic to tonalitic gneisses are commonly migmatitic 

and intruded by syenogranite sills (map-unit 13). In places, the 

two rock types are distinct. Elsewhere, they have undergone 

partial assimilation, and it becomes more difficult to tell the 

two components apart. Map-unit 12 represents a transitional zone 

or phase between the two units. Thus, although map-unit 12
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represents a distinct mappable entity, it is not a distinctly 

different intrusive phase. Also, as discussed in the section on 

Aeromagnetic Data, the dioritic and tonalitic migmatitic rocks of 

map-unit 1, particularly the outcrop area between Lutterworth 

Lake and the CMBBZ, have a distinctive aeromagnetic signature, 

one of the few rock units in the map area to be magnetically 

distinct ive. 

Oioritic to Tonalitic Migmatitic Gneisses (map-unit 1)

Rocks of map-unit 1 vary from diorite to tonalite in 

composition. Colour index is usually 20 to 40, too high for 

these rocks to be classed as trondhjemites. In thin section, 

these rocks consist of a strongly recrystallized aggregate of 

biotite-hornblende-plagioclase (generally andesine) and quartz. 

Minor apatite and magnetite are also present. This unit is 

texturally distinctive, generally being fine-to medium-grained, 

with thin (5 mm to 15 mm), closely-spaced (5 to 15 cm), 

discontinuous, leucosomal layers of granodioritic composition 

(Photograph 1). The proportion of the leucosomal phase can vary 

from 5%-10% to ^^0%-50% of the rock. Compared to map-unit 3, 

map-unit 1 is relatively homogeneous, showing only minor 

layering, and then only locally. The layering is commonly folded 

into small isoclines. Map-unit 3, by way of contrast, shows 

well-developed compositional layering. The overall homogeneity 

of map unit 1 may indicate that it is a meta-igneous rock.
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Gneisses of unit 1 have been subjected to varying degrees of 

strain. In the leucosome-rich phases, the leucosome in 

particular (as well as the melanosome, but less distinctly) shows 

a protomylonitic texture (Higgins, 1971). This texture is most 

commonly observed in these rocks within several hundred metres of 

the CMBBZ and near the Anson Shear Zone. Apart from alkali 

enrichment, there is not much bulk rock chemistry differences 

between the lower and higher strain rocks (compare Analyses 3 and 

4, Table 2).

Representative chemical analyses from the leucosome-poor 

phases of this unit are given in Table 2, Analyses 1, 3, and 4-. 

Layered Calc-Silicate and Related Gneisses (map-unit 2)

A series of unusual, poorly-exposed, very thinly layered 

hornblende-biotite-plagioclase-quartz ('diorltic') gneisses, 

metaquartzarenite, quartzose felsites, and epidote-scapolite 

bearing dioritic gneisses are present along the southeast shore 

of Rainy (Anson) Lake (Figure 5). Many of these rocks contain S 1* 

to 10ft magnetite as an accessory mineral.

Rocks of map-unit 2 have proven difficult to interpret 

because they are poorly-exposed and because they have been 

intruded by monzonites of map-unit 10. These intrusions cut 

layering in the calc-silicate and related gneisses, and locally 

have partly assimilated the calc-silicate gneisses. Rocks of 

map-unit 2 in the area appear to represent remnants of a 

once-larger mass of country rock of the older diorite group, 

which has subsequently been almost totally intruded by younger
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monzonites. Rocks of map-unit 2 are better represented in the 

Digby-Lutterworth area to the south and the reader is referred to 

Easton (1986a) for a more detailed description of these rocks. 

Dioritlc Gneisses and Other Mafic Gneisses (map-unit 3)

Dioritic and other mafic gneisses (map-unit 3) are exposed 

in the central and eastern part of the Fishog Subdomain, mainly 

east of the Anson Shear Zone south of Millward Lake. In 

addition, they form a component of the migmatitic gneisses (unit 

*O located in the north-central part of the map area. Gneisses 

of unit 3 are generally poorly-exposed, most exposures being 

located on the lowermost flanks of granite ridges of unit 13, 

although south of Millward Lake some relatively uninjected areas 

of map-unit 3 are preserved. The mafic mineral component of 

these gneisses also weathers more rapidly than the granitic 

rocks, contributing to the poor exposure of the mafic gneisses. 

The dioritic gneisses are commonly found as screens between the 

granite sills of unit 13, and are the remnant of what probably 

was, at one time, a more extensive dioritic terrane.
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Most of the dioritic rocks are thinly to medium layered, 

in contrast to the more homogeneous gneisses of unit 1, and the 

quartz diorite, anorthositic gabbro and other mafic rocks of the 

anorthosite suite (map-units 6 and 7). They consist mainly of 

biotite, hornblende and plagioclase, with varying amounts of 

quartz, and include diorite, gabbro, tonalite and quartz diorite 

compositions.

In thin-section, these rocks consist of quartz-hornblende-

biotite-plagioclase (mainly andesine) assemblages and have been 

thoroughly recrystallized and exhibit a strong fabric defined 

both by elongation of plagioclase grains and orientation of the 

micaceous minerals. The original nature of these rocks could not 

be determined either through field studies or thin-section 

examination. The fact that these rocks are well-layered, and 

show considerable compositional variability between layers may 

indicate a metasedimentary, metavolcanic, or metaigneous 

parentage.

Areas underlain by rocks of unit 3, or migmatitic rocks 

(such as unit 4) containing them are those areas where major fold 

structures are observed in the Fishog Subdomain (Figure 6). No 

strain, or at least no strain that can be attributed to folding, 

is observed in granite sills of unit 13 which are injected 

parallel to layering in these structures. In addition, in the 

Digby-Lutterworth area to the south, no folds are observed in the 

granodiorite or granite plutons (map-units 11 and 13), indicating 

folding took place sometime after formation of map-unit 3, but 

prior to intrusion of map-units 11 and 13 (Easton, 1986a). It
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monzonite body are due to folding after emplacement, or if the 

pluton was injected into the fold structure, and has assumed a 

folded form. In the Digby-Lutterworth area, the former was 

assumed more likely. Nevertheless, folding occurred relatively 

early in the development of the Fishog Subdomain, and is best 

preserved in rocks of unit 3.

The layering in the gneisses of unit 3 has served to 

influence the form of later intrusions. This is clear in the 

area north of Lutterworth Lake, where syenogranite intrusions 

(map-unit 13) form injection migmatites along their margins, with 

syenogranite being injected parallel to layering. As well, the 

form of the syenogranite intrusions is similar to the trend in 

the unit 3 gneisses.

MIGMATITIC ROCKS (map unit 4; possibly derived from map-units 

2,3,10 and 13)

This unit consists of a variety of gneisses derived from 

mixing of rocks of units 2 or 3 and 10 or 13 through intrusion of 

magma accompanied by partial assimilation of the host-rocks, 

anatexis and metasomatism. They occur mainly in the 

north-central part of the Fishog Subdomain, and are exposed 

north of Millward Lake east of Anson Crek. The degree of 

migmatization varies considerably; in places the two or three 

components of the rock are distinct, and can be easily 

recognized. Elsewhere, commonly along strike, migmatization has
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occurred to such an extent that the nature of the original 

components is obscure, and the rock can only be described as a 

migmatite (Photograph 2). Contacts between units 2 and 3 and 

unit 10 and 13 are sometimes gradational. Consequently,- it is 

difficult to place distinct boundaries on the limits and the age 

of this unit. However, because the rock includes rock-units such 

as map-units 1, 2, and 3, although in places barely 

recognizable, these rocks (map-unit 4) are considered as being 

roughly similar in age to the doritic gneisses, rather than a 

younger map unit.

A number of varieties of migmatitic rocks have been 

distinguished in the map-area, some of which are associated with 

specific intrusions. These varieties are briefly outlined 

below. Distinctions are made on the basis of leucosomal phase, 

proportion of country rock present, and distinctive textures. 

Varieties include:

- heterogeneous, inclusion-rich, monzonite gneiss of varied 

composition and layering, with 109ft to 25% potassic pegmatite 

veins, and which grades into unit 10. The assimilated material 

includes gneisses of unit 3, as well as calc-silicate blocks 

(unit 2?) (unit 4a)

- a unit similar to 4a, but of blocky texture, and containing 

recognizable diorite, gabbro and anorthositic gabbro blocks 

(unit 4-b). This unit is only found near areas of anorthosite 

bodies.

- a fine-to medium-grained granite gneiss, containing 10% to 15'fc 

mafic to intermediate layers, representing partly assimilated 

gneiss of units 1, 2, and 3 (unit 4c)(Photograph 2). Unit A-o
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is similar to unit 4c, but has an overall monzonitic to 

granodioritic composition. This unit grades into unit 10 or 

13. Unit 4-d is similar, but contains 15* to 25* mafic layers, 

generally recognizable as dioritic gneisses of unit 3. 

- a very heterogeneous rock consisting of unit 4c, but with an 

abundance of diorite, tonalite, granodiorite and other blocks, 

layers and partly assimilated zones (unit 4-e). This unit may 

also be in part tectonic in origin, unlike the other units 

which are probably magmatic in origin. 

ANORTHOSITE SUITE ROCKS (map-units 5,6,7 and 8) 

Introduction

The anorthosite suite of rocks in the map area consists of 

anorthosite and gabbroic anorthosite (map-unit 5) as well as 

monzodiorite and quartz monzonite gneisses (map-unit 6), and 

gneissic quartz diorite (map-unit 7) that are spatially and 

temporally associated with the anorthosites. Monzonitic rocks 

(map-unit 8) were also part of this suite in the Digby- 

Lutterworth area, but map-unit 8 is not represented in the Anson 

area. Some quartz diorite rocks in the Digby-Lutterworth area 

were mapped as part of map-unit 7 in 1984 (Easton, 1986a), but 

Van Kranendonk (1987) has suggested, primarily on geochemical 

grounds, that these rocks could be much younger than the 

anorthosite suite rocks, and hence not part of that suite. Thus, 

some quartz diorites in the Digby-Lutterworth area may have 

closer affinities to mafic rocks of map-unit 16, than to map-unit 

7. Only one body of quartz diorite occurs in the Anson area 

(north of Millward Lake). The age relationship of this unit with
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the surrounding rocks is ambiguous, but it is spatially 

associated with anorthositic rocks in the area, and is included 

as part of map-unit 7. Future geochemical work may resolve the 

question of affinity of the Millward Lake quartz diorite body 

(i.e. unit 7 or 16).

Rocks of the anorthosite suite in the Anson area outcrop 

only as a boudinaged sheet along the Anson Shear Zone, from the 

south-central part of the map area to the north shore of Millward 

Lake, and from north of Beer Lake to the northern boundary of the 

map area (Figure 5). As shown in Figures 4 and 7, this sheet has 

an extent of over 25 km from the Digby-Lutterworth area to 

Highway 118.

Figure 7 shows the distribution of the anorthosite suite 

rocks in the map area, and in the Minden region. Figure 8 is a 

Q-A-P plot showing how the anorthosite suite rocks compare with 

other rock units in the area. Figure 8 is based on chemical 

analyses from the Digby-Lutterworth and Anson areas. 

Petrographically, the anorthosites are medium-grained, 

recrystallized rocks, consisting dominantly of plagioclase, with 

5-10* lineated clots of hornblende. In less deformed rocks the 

hornblende occurs as spots and form a "leopard rock" texture; 

with increasing degrees of strain, the hornblende crystals forem 

gneissic layers within the anorthosite. The hornblende 

presumably replaced original pyroxene in the rock. Magnetite is 

a minor accessory in these rocks. As rocks of this suite are 

better exposed in the Digby-Lutterworth area to the south, where 

they have been studied by M. Van Kranendonk as part of an M.Se. 

thesis at the University of Toronto (Van Kranendonk, 1985, 1987),
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many aspects of the geology of these rocks is based on 

observations from the Digby-Lutterworth area. For further 

details on the Fishog Subdomain anorthosites see Easton (1986a) 

and Van Kranendonk (1985; 1987). 

Boudinaged (Smudge Lake) Anorthosite Sheet

This sheet extends from the south-central part of the map 

area to the north shore of Millward Lake. It then disappears 

into an area of migmatitic gneiss (map-unit 4) north of Millward 

Lake, but reappears at a point about 2 km north of Beer Lake, 

where it trends north to the sheet boundary and beyond to Highway 

118 Figure 4). It consists of several en-echelon lenses of 

brecciated anorthositic gabbro and gabbroic anorthosite, with 

some anorthosite blocks in a monzonitic to granitic pegmatitic 

matrix (Photograph 3). Material in the matrix is similar to some 

of the pegmatitic dikes associated with the monzonite plutons of 

unit 10, as well as the leucosomal material present in the 

migmatitic gneisses of unit 4. The lenses are elongated in the 

direction of the regional foliation, which in this part of the 

area is northeast to north, they occur in a heterogeneous, 

migmatitic gneiss (map-unit 4), and they parallel the Anson Shear 

Zone. The lenses appear to be related to disruption of a thin, 

linear anorthosite sheet during emplacement of the monzonite 

plutons. The lens-like shape of the sheet has been enhanced by 

large-scale boudinage of the anorthosite sheet, probably related 

to movement along the Anson Shear Zone. 

Tectonic Considerations

The Fishog Subdomain anorthosites differ in some aspects 

from anorthositic rocks of the Muskoka-Georgian Bay region.
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Gabbro and ultramafic rocks are generally not found in 

association with the Fishog Subdomain anorthosites, whereas they 

are common in the Muskoka-Georgian Bay area (Van Kranendonk, 

1984). The Fishog Subdomain anorthosites are generally not 

gneissic, but this may reflect lower regional strain within the 

Fishog Subdomain relative to the Muskoka-Georgian Bay area. Most 

of the Fishog Subdomain anorthosites are not found adjacent to 

major tectonic structures such as high-strain zones, gneissic 

tectonites or mylonite zones, although the boudinaged sheet along 

the Anson Shear Zone is an exception to this rule. The Anson 

Shear Zone is probably the cause of the greater tectonic 

disruption of this anorthosite sheet. Major tectonic features 

are commonly adjacent to anorthositic rocks in the 

Muskoka-Georgian Bay region (Davidson et al., 1982). It is 

possible that the Fishog Subdomain rocks may be similar to the 

Muskoka-Georgian Bay anorthosites, but at a lower state of 

strain, and without later tectonic disruption and 

disaggregation. Van Kranendonk (1987) reached a similar 

conclusion. Further, he was able to demonstrate that the Fishog 

Subdomain anorthosites, in particular the Head River body in the 

Digby-Lutterworth area, were intruded into the older dioritic 

country rock (map-units 1-3) as thin (100-300 m thick), but long 

(several km) sills.

As noted in Easton (1986a), the Fishog Subdomain

anorthosites are chemically distinct from anorthosites present in 

the Denna Lake Structural Complex to the east. The latter may be 

significantly younger than the Fishog Subdomain anorthosites. 

Van Kranendonk (1987) has also shown that the Fishog Subdomain 

anorthosites are different geochemically from anorthosites in the
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Parry Sound and North Bay regions of the CGB, implying that a 

number of ages of anorthosite injection may have occurred in the 

CGB, and that the Fishog Subdomain anorthosites may be unique. 

Van Kranendonk (1987) concluded that the parental magma for the 

Fishog Subdomain anorthosites was a continental tholeiite basalt 

that underwent fracationation and some crustal contamination 

during intrusion into the lower crust.

Van Kranendonk (1987) also suggested that the anorthosites 

may have been emplaced after intrusion of the monzonite and 

syenogranite bodies in the map area, rather than before as 

suggested in this report and Easton (1986a). His suggestion is 

based on the need to have the anorthosites intruded into heated 

country rock, or else they would cool too fast to form thin, long 

sheets. However, it is this author's view that granitic magmas 

are generally not responsible for significant heating of the 

crust, and that injection of the continental tholeiitic basalts 

that served as the parental magma for the anorthosites would have 

been sufficent as a heat source. They would have also caused 

partial melting of the crust to form the monzonite and granite 

magmas. The latter would have risen slowly through the crust, 

and would more likely be emplaced after the anorthosites. Thus, 

both the anorthosites, monzonites, and granites may ultimately be 

related to a particular magmatic episode, and were emplaced 

closely in time. Rates of magma rise in the crust would account 

for the relative age relations of the magmas, and is probably the 

major control. Thus, it is possible to explain the observed 

relative age relations between map units 5-13, as well as explain 

the form of the anorthosites, without altering the timing of 

magmatic activity in the area as proposed by Van Kranendonk 

(1987).
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MONZONITE SUITE INTRUSIVE ROCKS (map-units 9 and 10)

This suite of rocks outcrops as a large plutonic mass 

underlying most of Longford Township. In the Digby-Lutterworth 

area to the south, these rocks have a more distinct plutonic 

form; however, in the Anson area, we may be observing a different 

level of the plutons; a level where the distinction between the 

plutons and their country rocks is more obscure. In the Anson 

area, the country rocks are preserved only as xenolith-rich bands 

within the Longford Township plutonic body (Figure 9). Unlike 

the younger felsic intrusions of the Fishog Subdomain, the 

monzonite suite plutons appear to be folded, based on the 

distribution of the surrounding country rocks, the trace of 

inclusion-rich zones and phases within the plutons, and 

orientation of gneissosity within the plutons.

Unlike the younger plutons, the monzonite suite rocks in the 

Digby-Lutterworth and Anson areas have broad, indistinct contact 

margins which are full of inclusions of country rock, commonly 

partly assimilated, and which grade into migmatitic rocks of unit 

4. Even the core of the monzonite body is locally full of 

inclusions, and shows a great deal of compositional and textural 

heterogeneity (Figure 9). There are two subdivisions within the 

monzonite suite of plutons. A somewhat older series of 

monzodiorite, granodiorite and monzonite gneiss (unit ) that 

occurs mainly in the Digby-Lutterworth area, and which is cut by 

the slightly younger monzonites to monzogranites of unit 10. The 

rocks of unit 9 may be a marginal phase, or an early intrusive 

phase of the monzonite suite, and are not regarded as a separate 

plutonic event.
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The bulk of the monzonite to monzogranite body consists of a 

medium-grained, only locally coarse-grained, gneissic monzonite 

to monzogranite (map-unit 10)(Photograph 4). Composition of any 

one outcrop may range from granodiorite to monzonite, K-feldspar 

being the main mineralogic variable, with mafic mineral content 

being relatively constant. Parts of the monzonite complex are 

cut by monzogranite veins which have ill-defined margins, are 

only present in the monzonite plutons and are mineralogically 

similar to the monzonites. Consequently, these dikes and veins 

appear to be related to the monzonite plutons, and not the late 

granite pegmatites of map-unit 26. Locally, such as the area 

north of Andrews Lake, large masses of monzogranite occur, 

intrusive into the slightly older monzonite phase of the main 

monzonite mass in the Anson area (Figure 9).

Mafic minerals in the monzonites make up from 5* to 15% of 

the rock, and consist of biotite and hornblende, with biotite 

being more abundant. In thin-section, the rocks have been 

recrystallized, and no relict igneous textures are apparent. 

Potassium feldspar is commonly myrmekitic in these rocks, and 

differs from the granitic rocks (map-unit 13) in this respect. 

No pyroxene was observed in any of these rocks, and the plutons 

are probably at upper amphibolite facies. Chemical analyses of 

the monzonites are presented in Table 3, Analyses 1-5, and are 

similar to other monzonite plutons from the Grenville Province 

Central Gneiss Belt (e.g. Table 6, Analysis 6, Lumbers, 1975).

Figure 8 is a normative Q-A-P plot showing the relation of

these rocks to other major units in the Anson area, and is based 

on analyses from the Anson and Digby-Lutterworth areas. Although
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these rocks are modally monzonites to quartz monzonites, with 

some local masses of monzogranlte; they plot chemically as 

granodiorites to monzogranites. This is a common effect and 

reflects the difficulty of assigning accurate values for alkali 

feldspar in the norm calculation (Streckeisen and LeMaitre, 

1979).

In parts of the northwest part of the map area, as shown in 

Figure 9, yellowish alteration of feldspar in the rocks occurs as 

irregular patches, which affect all phases of the monzonite suite 

of rocks. The altered rocks are more friable, and the colour of 

these rocks is similar to that observed in granulite facies rocks 

on Highway 118 to the north. Pyroxene was not observed in hand 

samples, and in thin-section, no pyroxene was noted. These rocks 

do however contain more hornblende than the adjacent, pinkish 

amphibolite facies rocks. In thin-section, they have a more 

equigranular texture, with triple-grain boundaries being 

abundant, and well-formed zircon and apatite are scattered 

regularly throughout the rock, more so than in the unaltered 

rocks. Texturally, in thin-section these rocks are very much 

like granulite facies rocks to the north even though they lack 

granulite facies mineral assemblages. It is possible that this 

alteration may represent some sort of incipient development of 

granulite facies metamorphic conditions, but one which did not 

result in the formation of pyroxene. Additional work is needed 

to verify this speculation.
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Isoclinal folding (Photograph 5) on an outcrop scale, as 

well as a larger scale folding of gneissosity (Figure 9) occurs 

throughout the Longford Township monzonite body, particularly in 

the northwest part of the map area, furthest from the CMBBZ and 

the Anson Shear Zone. This folding is probably younger than that 

which affects gneisses of units 1 through 4, as it folds 

inclusions within the monzonite (Photograph 5). 

INTERMEDIATE INTRUSIVE ROCKS (map-unit 11)

Plutons of sub-circular to lenticular form of gneissic 

granodiorite occur in the area of the Fishog Subdomain in the 

Digby-Lutterworth area. In the Anson area, these rocks only 

occur in the south-central part of the map area east of the Anson 

Shear Zone, and are an extension of a lenticular, north-trending 

pluton extending from the southeast shore of Fishog Lake in the 

Digby-Lutterworth area to Victoria Lake and into the Anson area. 

This pluton can be seen in the Digby-Lutterworth area to clearly 

intrude gneisses of unit 3 along its western margin, and has 

formed injection migmatites along its margin consisting of 

granodiorite sills intruded into unit 3 along gneissosity. The 

granodioritic rocks in the map area are sheared; and this 

shearing is probably related to the Anson Shear Zone.

The gneissic granodiorite rocks are medium- to coarse- 

grained, and consist mainly of blotite-quartz-plagioclase 

(oligoclase and andesine) and K-feldspar. Some hornblende is 

locally present, but is commonly corroded and altered to form 

biotite. Locally, relict K-feldspar phenocrysts are observed in 

thin-section, despite the fact that the rocks have been
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recrystallized.

Chemical analyses of gneissic granodiorites from the 

Digby-Lutterworth area are presented in Table 3, Analyses 7, 8 

and 9. These rocks fall Into a distinct group on the Q-A-P plot 

(Figure 8). 

FELSIC INTRUSIVE ROCKS (map-units 12,13 and 14)

Three subdivisions occur within this plutonic suite. The 

main lithology consists of massive gneissic granites of map-unit

13 (Photograph 6). The other two units are migmatitic gneisses, 

derived from unit 13 and country rocks to unit 13.

Map-unit 12 consists of migmatitic gneisses formed by the 

intrusion of gneissic granite of unit 13 into dioritic and 

tonalitic migmatitic gneisses of map-unit 1. This unit includes 

both intrusion breccias formed by this process, as well as other 

gneisses which show evidence of partial assimilation of rocks of 

unit 1 by the gneissic granites. A number of subdivisions occur 

within unit 12, and are based on the relative proportions of the 

two phases. These subdivisions are: 

1) map-unit 12a. These are migmatitic gneisses where the

proportion of unit 13 is greater than unit 1. These rocks 

begin to grade into gneisses of unit 14 when the mafic 

component can no longer be distinguished as being from unit 1.
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2) map-unit 12b. This unit contains approximately equal 

proportions of unit 13 and 1.

3) map-unit 12c. The proportion of unit 1 is greater than unit 

13. These rocks grade into gneisses of unit 1, or represent 

areas where only small sills of granite are present in unit 1.

4) map-unit 12d. In this unit, unit 1 is cut by veins and layers 

of both gneissic granite (unit 13) and gneissic granodiorite 

(unit 11).

Unit 14 consists of a series of gneissic granites and 

amphibolite, interlayered on a decimetre to metre scale, and 

probably represents a hybrid rock. In this case, the origin of 

the amphibolitic layers is not known. Again, three subdivisions 

are recognized in unit 14 on the basis of the abundance of mafic 

versus granitic material. These are: map-unit 14a, granite and 

mafic layers are about equal; map-unit 14b, granitic layers are 

more abundant; and map-unit 14c, where the mafic layers are more 

abundant than the granitic layers. The granite layers in unit 

14c are recognizable as being part of unit 13. In places, this 

unit will grade into the migmatitic gneisses of unit 4, 

particularly where the nature of the granitic phase becomes 

uncertain. Photograph 7 contrasts the difference in appearance 

between unit 13 and unit 14b.

These rocks (map-unit 14) are best developed in the Anson 

area along the Anson Shear Zone, and in the Digby-Lutterworth 

area near the CMBBZ and along the Fishog and Red Boat mylonite 

zones. Consequently, this unit may in fact represent a unit of 

irregularly layered and straight gneisses resulting from the
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deformation and transposition of granite sills intruded into an 

area of mafic country rock (see also Photograph 13). Even if 

this map-unit 14 represents a tectonically modified rock, it 

is a distinctive mappable unit, and certainly prior to 

deformation represented an area of unit 13 gneisses intruded into 

older dioritic gneisses of units 1 and 3, in contrast to the more 

homogeneous nature of map-unit 13.

Map-unit 13 itself consists of medium- to coarse-grained

gneissic granite, which is intruded into rocks of units 1 through 

11 in the Fishog Subdomain as a series of sills and lenticular 

plutonic bodies. The unit itself is homogeneous, except for the 

above mentioned migmatitic gneisses which form along its 

contacts. The gneissic granite is resistant to erosion, and 

forms high ridges in the Fishog Subdomain. Country rock is 

commonly only preserved in topographic lows between the higher, 

better exposed granite ridges. Unit 13 ranges in composition 

from monzogranite to syenogranite, and the bulk of the unit is 

syenogranite. Unit 13 differs from the monzonite plutons of unit 

10, apart from the obvious compositional differences, by being 

relatively inclusion-free, and having more sharply defined, and 

distinct contacts. Unit 13 intrusions are also more homogeneous 

in composition and texture than the monzonite plutons. The only 

major change that occurs in plutons and intrusions of unit 13 

occurs near the CMBBZ. As the contact with the CMBBZ is neared, 

the gneissic granites of unit 13 become more intensely sheared, 

and grain-size is reduced. In addition, a shallow, southeast- 

plunging lineation becomes apparent in the gneissic granites near 

the CMBBZ.
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Chemical analyses of gneissic granites of unit 13 from the 

Digby-Lutterworth area are presented in Table 3, Analyses 10-13. 

MYLONITIC ROCKS (map-unit 15)

Although some zones of straight gneiss (mylonitic) rocks 

occur in the Fishog Subdomain no major mylonite zones such as 

those found in the Digby-Lutterworth area to the south are 

present in the Fishog Subdomain in the Anson area. This could 

reflect poorer exposure in the Anson area rather than a 

fundamental geological difference. The straight gneiss bands in 

the Fishog Subdomain affect all lithologies within the Fishog 

Subdomain, except the late pegmatite dikes (map unit 26) and 

possibly the late gabbro plugs of unit 16. The straight gneiss 

zones in the eastern part of the Anson area in the Fishog 

Subdomain may be related to the development of the CMBBZ, as they 

are only well-developed in the area within 5 km of the CMBBZ. 

MAFIC INTRUSIVE ROCKS (map-unit 16)

Three late gabbro plugs are located in the Fishog Subdomain, 

one on the northwest shore of Millward Lake, and the other two 

about 3 km northeast of the northeast arm of Logan Lake. All 

bodies are composed of quartz-hornblende-plagioclase diorite to 

gabbro, with gabbroic texture and a colour index of 60 to 80. 

The bodies are roughly circular in shape, and about 250 to 400 m 

across. All three bodies cut rocks of unit 13; and all are 

located at, or within a few hundred metres of the contact of the 

Longford Township monzonite body. The gabbroic rocks are
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relatively undeformed compared to adjacent rock when examined in 

thin-section, but they do show a polygonal texture, and have been 

recrystallized to form the present hornblende-plagioclase mineral 

assemblage.

Middle to Late Proterozoic

DENNA LAKE STRUCTURAL COMPLEX (map-units 17a, 17b) 

Introduction

The extreme southeastern corner of the map area is underlain 

by a heterogeneous mixture of tectonically disrupted strata, 

predominantly of metasedimentary parentage, termed the Denna Lake 

Structural Complex (E 1983; 1986a) (Figure 5). In the 

Anson area, only one main lithology is present; namely a 

marble tectonic breccia (map-unit 17a, 17b) consisting of a 

coarse-grained, white to pink calcite matrix containing round to 

sub-round fist to house-sized inclusions of siliceous clastic 

metasediment s, predominantly metaquartzarenite, with minor 

metawacke and rusty-weathering schist.

Easton (1983, 1986a, in press) has recognized a number of 

lithologic packages within this zone (see Easton, 1986a, in press 

for details). All of these units show varying degrees of 

tectonic disruption, ranging from their presence as isolated 

blocks in a marble matrix, to, in the case of intrusive rocks, 

cross-cutting but internally brecciated and cataclastic bodies.
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Fist-sized to 500 m x 1000 m sized blocks of all units are 

present within the Denna Lake Structural Complex. Some of the 

irregular topography to the east and southeast of the map area 

underlain by the Denna Lake Structural Complex may reflect large 

blocks of resistant material within more easily eroded marble 

breccia.

Despite the heterogeneous nature of the Denna Lake 

Structural Complex, it has been possible to recognize a number of 

domains or blocks within main outcrop area of the Denna Lake 

Structural Complex on the basis of dominant clast lithology in 

the marble breccias, or zones of disrupted, but similar lithology 

elsewhere in the Complex (Easton, 1985; 1986a).
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ROCKS IN THE CENTRAL METASEDIMENTARY BELT BOUNDARY ZONE (CHBBZ)

(map-units 17c, and 17d, 18 to 24) 

Introduction and Overview

The Central Metasedimentary Belt Boundary Zone (Davidson 

et al., 1984) is a 2 to 6 km wide, north to northeast-trending 

zone of cataclastic and disrupted quartzofeldspathic gneisses 

that separate rocks of the Central Gneiss Belt to the west from 

rocks of the Central Metasedimentary Belt to the east. Tectonic 

disruption within the CMBBZ is intense enough to make 

determination of the protolith of gneisses within the CMBBZ 

impossible in almost all instances. In contrast, protolith is 

evident in rocks of the adjacent Fishog Subdomain.

The CMBBZ in the map area widens to the north as a result of 

displacement to the northeast along the late brittle faults that 

affect all units in the map area (Figure 10). Aeromagnetic 

patterns in the Digby-Lutterworth area do not parallel the 

margins of the CMBBZ, but rather they cut across the CMBBZ.

However, in the Anson area, aeromagnetic patterns do parallel the 

margin of the CMBBZ. The reason for this differing character is 

not know, but it could indicate that the CMBBZ does not separate 

two fundamentaly different segments of the crust. Refraction 

data across the CMBBZ obtained by COCRUST (Mereu et al., 1986) 

does indicate a change in crustal thickness across the CMBBZ, 

indicating that it is a major crustal discontinuity.
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It has been possible to recognize a number of mappable units 

within the CMBBZ (Figure 10). These subdivisions are based on a 

number of factors, including bulk-rock composition, scale and 

nature of layering, distinctive textural and structural features 

as described by Davidson et al. (1982, 1984); Culshaw et al.

(1983) and Hanmer and Ciesielski (1984), and in places, exotic 

mineralogy. Because of the complex geology of the CMBBZ, and the 

importance of cataclastic and tectonic processes within the 

CMBBZ, a number of new terms have been introduced by Davidson et 

al. (1982, 1984); Culshaw et al. ( 1 983) and Hanmer and Ciesielski

(1984) to describe tectonic gneisses (tectonites) within the 

CMBBZ. These terms have proven useful in mapping within the 

CMBBZ. Some of the more important terms, as defined by Hanmer 

and Ciesielski (1984) ares

"Transposed gneiss" It consists of continuous (tens of metres), 

parallel sided, centimetre-thick layers of leucocratic granitoid 

and amphibolite gneiss with layers of more intermediate 

composition. It is very fine-grained.

"Porphyroclastic gneiss" It comprises a background gneiss of 

varied composition (quartzofeldspathic to amphibolitic to 

aluminous) containing isolated K-feldspar and plagioclase (also 

locally, garnet, apatite) inclusions, feldspar aggregates and 

streaks aligned in the foliation. In some outcrops, mechanical 

and mineralogical disaggregation from pegmatite to isolated 

feldspar inclusions can be observed. Thus some feldspars are 

porphyroclasts. However, in other instances, some of the 

feldspars may be porphyroblasts. Whatever their origin,
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isolated feldspar augen are diagnostic of this unit. The 

groundmass is very fine-grained.

"Straight gneiss" A useful field term to designate a well-layer 

ed gneiss whose layering is not as rectilinear as a transposed 

gneiss, but which contains few discordant features typical of 

irregularly layered gneisses of the CMBBZ. Again, these rocks 

are very fine-grained.

"Block gneiss" Block gneisses generally consist of amphibolite 

blocks or layers in a less competent quartzofeldspathic matrix.

The tectonite gneiss units described above are migmatitic in 

many instances. Migmatization may follow tectonite formation, or 

the leucosome itself may be flattened and part of the layering in 

the tectonite.

The eastern contact of the CMBBZ with the Denna Lake 

Structural Complex is sharp, and is exposed on a cottage access 

road just off of Highway 35 along the southeast corner of the map 

area. This contact is described in the field trip guide to the 

area (Easton et al., 1984, Stop 1-Day 1). Marble breccia of the 

Denna Lake Structural Complex passes abruptly into granitic rocks 

showing highly attenuated quartz grains, layers of feldspar 

augen, and isoclinal folds. Further down section, the granitic 

rocks grade into straight gneisses. This contact can be traced 

south into the Digby-Lutterworth area along the east shore of 

Gull Lake for several hundred metres.



The western contact of the CMBBZ in part corresponds to the 

Boshkung Shear Zone of Schwerdtner and Mawer (1982). The 

Boshkung Shear Zone in the south part of the map area is 

represented by a block gneiss containing, at least locally, 

fragments of diorite, tonalite and gabbro, commonly with a matrix 

of pegmatite. The shear zone is also cut by late plutons of unit 

25. The Boshkung Shear Zone also represents a deformational 

front, with rocks west of the Shear Zone, although deformed, 

being recognizable, and traceable into less deformed rocks of the 

Fishog Subdomain. East of the shear zone are found rocks typical 

of the CMBBZ. The Boshkung Shear Zone does not have a 

significant topographic expression, and in the north part of the 

map area, it is difficult to trace because of the presence of 

similar lithologies on both sides of the shear-zone, and because 

of poor outcrop.

In general, there is a threefold division of rock types 

across the CMBBZ, both in the north and south (Figure 10). From 

southeast to northwest are found first, 100 to 2000 metres of 

well-layered 'transposed and straight* gneisses, then 500 to 1500 

metres of 'porphyroclastic' gneisses; and then 500 to 2000 metres 

of gneisses which have some attributes of the gneisses directly 

opposite in the Fishog Subdomain. It should be noted that these 

zones do not consist of a single unit of gneiss, but several 

different gneisses, which commonly show a lensoid appearance when 

mapped out. Abrupt truncation of units across the late faults in 

the area is also common.
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Starting at the Denna Structural Complex/CMBBZ contact on 

the northeast shore of Gull Lake, the author will describe the 

succession of rock types observed in the CMBBZ as one goes down 

the structural section towards the CMBBZ/Fishog Subdomain 

contact. In addition to outlining the section, this also 

provides an opportunity to describe the rock types that comprise 

the CMBBZ in the map area. The section has a 6 km apparent width 

on the surface in this part of the CMBBZ, and average dips are 

about 20* to the southeast. Therefore the section is only about 

2 km thick,

- Denna Lake Structural Complex, about 100 m or more of marble 

breccia; in this area metaquartzarenite fragments predominate, 

in addition to layers and lenses of metaquartzarenite.

- About 150 m of thinly to medium layered granite gneiss, with 

strongly attenuated quartz grains, less than 10% layers of 

biotite-rich diorite to amphibolite (unit 18a). This unit 

grades into a straight gneiss.

- 75 m of thinly to medium layered grainte gneiss containing up 

to 50% layers of blotite-garnet gneiss (unit 18b). Locally 

some of the granitic layers are porphyroclastic gneisses (unit 

19).

- 50 to 200 m of thinly to medium-layered granodiorite to granite 

gneiss (unit 20d).

- 50 m of medium-layered gneiss, probably derived from a 

metasedimentary protolith as indicated by an abundance of 

calc-silicate and quartz-rich layers, and abundant biotite and 

sillimanite (unit 21d). To the north this unit becomes more of
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an irregularly layered gneiss, and its metasedimentary 

character is difficult to recognize in areas of poor exposure.

- About 600 m of 'porphyroclastic' gneiss, locally containing 

pods of irregular layered gneiss grading into straight gneiss 

or porphyroclastic gneiss, and layers of straight to well- 

transposed gneiss (map-unit 24) (Photographs 10 and 11). This 

unit shows the most evidence for severe tectonic disruption 

within the CMBBZ. This unit thickens to the north.

- About 50 m of porphyroclastic and irregularly layered gneiss 

(unit 19).

- About 150 m of interbedded, massive dolomite marble (map-unit 

17c) and garnet-sillimanite bearing, quartzofeldspathic gneiss 

(map-unit 17d), and marble breccia. The contact between the 

structurally overlying gneisses and the marble is well-exposed 

on Haliburton County Road 2 north of Little Bob Lake 

(Photograph 8). Gneissosity becomes more transposed toward the 

contact with the marble, with the contact marked by a 15 cm 

thick zone of fine-grained, muscovite-biotite-carbonate schist, 

representing mylonitized marble and gneiss.

- Finally, about 400 to 500 m of mafic, dioritic to tonalitic, 

migmatitic, irregularly layered gneiss which may be a more 

intensely deformed equivalent of map-unit 1 (map-unit 22, 

22d). It is within the western edge of this unit that block 

gneiss and breccias associated with the Boshkung Shear Zone of 

Schwerdtner and Mawer (1982) are found. Dips steepen from 

about 20 0 to the SE to 70 0 to the SE as the contact with the 

Fishog Subdomain is neared. Small lenses of other gneiss
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types, particularly irregularly layered gneiss of mixed 

composition (unit 24) occur as lenses within unit 30. Unit 24 

consists of compositionally varied, irregularly layered gneiss, 

containing roughly equal proportions of granite and mafic 

layers. This unit is cut by the granitic bodies of unit 25. 

To the north, the zone of mixed composition gneisses (probably 

derived from map-unit 12) pinches out, and the band of mafic 

gneisses widens.

The mafic gneisses (unit 22) pinch out north of Beer Lake, 

in roughly the same area as rocks of unit 1 pinch out in the 

Fishog Subdomain (Figure 10). In the northeast part of the map 

area, the porphyroclastic gneisses are structurally underlain by 

a zone of irregularly layered, mixed composition gneisses (unit 

24) and sheared granite gneisses of unit 20. The latter are 

locally similar to granitic gneiss of map-units 4 and 13. In 

fact, the location of the CMBBZ/Fishog Subdomain boundary in the 

northeast part of the area is difficult to locate precisely, 

because of the similarity between the layered gneisses of unit 4 

and the deformed gneisses of unit 24 in this part of the map 

area. The contact shown on Map P.3066 (back pocket) is 

essentially a deformational rather than a lithological boundary.

The CMBBZ has served as a zone of considerable pegmatite 

dike formation. In any outcrop, many generations of granitic 

pegmatites are observed, in various degrees of mechanical and 

mineralogical disaggregation, and degrees of transposition into 

the gneissosity. These dikes may provide a means for examining 

the development of the CMBBZ through precise geochronology, as
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has been attempted by van Breemen and Hanmer (1986).

Lumbers (1982) has presented a different interpretation of 

the CMBBZ. He regards the sequence of rocks within what is 

termed the CMBBZ as a deformed, siliceous clastic metasedimentary 

sequence which was deposited unconformably on the Algonquin 

Batholith (i.e. Fishog Subdomain, Algonquin Domain). Although 

Lumbers (1982) notes that these rocks are deformed and 

brecciated, they nevertheless are recognizable as metasedimentary 

rocks in his view. Using Lumber's (1982) terminology, the three 

main zones of the CMBBZ would roughly compare as follows:

- Unit 18 (straight gneisses) and unit 24 (mixed composition 

gneisses) would represent thinly bedded, biotite sandstone and 

biotite-rich shaly metasediments.

- Unit 19 (porphyroclastic gneisses) would represent rocks of 

unit 18 where they are intruded by a variety of igneous rocks, 

and which have well-developed porphyroblasts of potassium 

feldspar and irregular lenses of quartzofeldspathic material.

- Unit 20 would represent meta-arkosic rocks.

- Unit 22 would represent metavolcanic rocks of mafic to 

intermediate composition.

- Unit 21 has already been shown to have a metasedimentary

protolith, as have units 17c and 17d.

Although ultimately the rocks of the CMBBZ may indeed represent 

metasedimentary rocks which at one time unconformably overlay the 

Algonquin Batholith, deformation and metamorphism in the CMBBZ 

has been so intense as to render interpretation of the protolith
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of the majority of these rocks problematic. Consequently, this 

author has described these rocks as tectonites, although it is 

quite likely that many of these rocks may have undeformed 

equivalents in the CMB to the east.

The age of the CMBBZ is not well constrained. It is younger 

than the Fishog Subdomain. It is younger than the Grenville 

Supergroup strata that were disrupted to form the Denna Lake 

Structural Complex. It was affected by the upper amphibolite 

facies metamorphism that affected the Denna Lake Complex at about 

ea. 1100 Ma (Table 5). It is cut by the late granite pegmatite 

dikes that cut most Precambrian rocks in the area (ea. 1000 Ma). 

It is also cut by Late Proterozoic diabase dikes (Easton, 

1986a). Thus, it probably originated about 1200 Ma, and was 

active to about 1050 Ma. It is not known if the zone had a 

pre-history relating to the time since magmatism in the Fishog 

Subdomain (ea. 1400 Ma) and deposition of the Grenville 

Supergroup strata, (ea. 1280-1250 Ma). Recent U-Pb zircon ages 

by van Breemen and Hanmer (1986) place the peak of deformation in 

the CMBBZ at 1060+^5 Ma (see Geochronology Section, and Table 5).
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LATE-TO POST-TECTONIC FELSIC INTRUSIVE ROCKS 

Felsic Intrusive Rocks (map-unit 25)

A body of weakly foliated to massive, medium- to coarse- 

grained monzogranite is located west of Haliburton County Road 2 

west of Little Bob Lake in the southeast part of the map area. 

Xenoliths of mafic gneiss, similar to the country rock, up to 50 

to 100 cm in dimension, are present near the margins of the 

body. The monzogranite is cut by granite pegmatite dikes of unit 

26. The monzogranite body is located near the western margin of 

the CMBBZ, close to the Boshkung Shear Zone of Schwerdtner and 

Mawer (1982). It is not known if this felsic magmatism is in any 

way related to this structure.

In thin section, the rock is compositionally similar to some 

of the least deformed massive granites within the Fishog Sub- 

domain (map-unit 13), although plagioclase is more abundant in 

the former. There is a weak fabric defined by the orientation of 

biotite grains in the rock (about 5% of the rock, no other mafic 

minerals apart from opaques) and the rock has been recrystallized 

to a polygonal texture.

These felsic intrusive rocks are volumetrically minor within 

the Anson and Digby-Lutterworth map areas, but they are signifi 

cant because they were emplaced late in the history of the 

development of the CMBBZ and the Denna Lake Structural Complex. 

On the basis of map distribution, cross-cutting relationships, 

and massive nature, they are mainly post-tectonic, but their 

recrystallized textures and local weak fabric indicate that they 

were emplaced prior to the cessation of metamorphism, and
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deformation in the map area. They are similar to the pegmatite 

dikes in the area in this regard, and are probably of roughly the 

same age as the dikes, i.e. about 1060+20 Ma (Table 5). 

Potassic Pegmatitic Intrusive Rocks (map-unit 26)

The late- to post-tectonic potassic intrusive rocks are 

composed of two main types: cataclastic syenite (map-unit 26a) 

and syenogranite (map-unit 26c). Both types are coarse-grained, 

and commonly magnetite-bearing. Allanite, diopside, biotite and 

muscovite are common accessory minerals. In some of the dikes, 

particularly the less deformed dikes, well-developed graphic 

potassium feldspar is present. No consistent trend is observed 

for the dikes, but north and northeast trends are commonly 

observed. The dikes are found in both major tectonic zones of 

the Anson area, but higher concentrations occur to the east in 

the Denna Lake Structural Complex in the Lochlin area. Deformed 

dikes are common in the Fishog Subdomain. A variety of deformed 

and undeformed pegmatite dikes are present in the CMBBZ, but it 

is difficult to ascertain if the intensely deformed pegmatite 

dikes in the CMBBZ are indeed of the same age as those in the 

Denna Lake Structural Complex. The undeformed dikes in all three 

main tectonic zones appear to be roughly equivalent in age. If 

the late, undeformed pegmatite dikes in the Digby-Lutterworth 

area are roughly the same age as pegmatites elsewhere in the 

Grenville Province, they were emplaced at about 1060^20 Ma (Table 

5). This age effectively dates the end of deformation in the 

Denna Lake Structural Complex, and the waning stages of 

deformation in the CMBBZ.
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Cerny (1982) and Ginsburg et al. (1979) classify pegmatites 

on the depth of emplacement, type of mineralization, and meta 

morphic environment (Table 4). Pegmatites in Fishog Subdomain 

belong to class III, being emplaced at depths of 7-11 km, hosted 

in amphibolite facies metamorphic rocks, and containing minimal 

mineralization. Late pegmatites in the CMBBZ are also of class 

III, although some pegmatites in the CMBBZ have characteristics 

of class IV pegmatites. Note that the depth of emplacement in 

the classification scheme given in Table 4- is based on 

geobarometric considerations related to the enclosing metamorphic 

grade, and does not directly relate to the distance of the 

pegmatites from the paleosurface.
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CENOZOIC 

QUATERNARY 

Pleistocene and Recent

The bulk of the Cenozoic sediments in the map area were 

deposited during the Pleistocene epoch. The distribution of 

these units is shown in Figure 11. Most of the Pleistocene 

deposits are sands, gravels and silts distributed along the Gull 

River valley, and include raised deltas and lacustrine terraces. 

These deposits extend south into the Fenelon Falls area where 

Finamore and Bajc (1983) have mapped them as shallow water 

glaciolacustrine deposits related to the Fenelon Falls outlet of 

former glacial Lake Algonquin. Kaszycki (1965) has described the 

glacial Lake Algonguin deposits in the Minden area (ea. 12 ka in 

age ) in detail.

The sand and gravel deposits are well-sorted, and have 

probably been in part reworked by the ancestral Gull River. 

Several small quarries have, and are extracting sand and gravel 

from these deposits, mainly in the vicinity of Minden (Figure 

11). These deposits have not been fully exploited, and are a 

future resource in the area.

Till cover is thin over the south-central part of the area, 

and consists of a thin, boulder till developed over bedrock, and 

rarely is the till thick enough there to subdue bedrock 

topography. Till cover thickens to the north and the northwest, 

subduing bedrock topography and outcrop exposure. Overburden 

(till and soil) is thicker in the area underlain by the CMBBZ 

probably due in part to weathering of these finer-grained rocks. 

Where thick till does occur in the map area, principally along
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the Gull River valley (Figure 11), and in the northern part of 

the map area, drift is sufficiently thick to subdue bedrock 

topography, and consists of a silty till with numerous large 

angular boulders. Henderson (1973) suggested that similar 

deposits near Haliburton (northeast of the map area) indicated a 

pause in the rate of ice-retreat in the area, or a re-advance.

The recent deposits in the map area are composed of organic 

swamp and alluvial deposits. They occur in two settings: broad 

swamps located along the Paleozoic-Precambrian unconformity; and 

linear swamps occupying low-lying areas parallel to regional 

foliation and gneissosity. Recent alluvial deposits are 

associated with the Gull River system and include minor stream 

sediments, and reworked glaciolacustrine sands and gravels.
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METAMORPHISM

Metamorphic conditions in the area are difficult to 

establish because of the absence of rocks with diagnostic mineral 

assemblages. Metamorphic grade related to peak regional 

metamorphism in the adjacent Central Metasedimentary Belt at ea. 

1100 Ma is estimated to be medium-grade metamorphism (Figure 

2)(Easton, 1986a). In places in the Denna Lake Structural 

Complex, sufficient data are available to place metamorphism at 

upper amphibolite facies (Easton, 1986a). Within the Fishog 

Subdomain, more than one period of metamorphism may be present. 

Metamorphic conditions within the two major tectonic zones of the 

map area are outlined below. 

Metamorphism in the Fishog Subdomain

As outlined in the Geochronology Section of the Report, most 

of the igneous activity that occurred in the Fishog Subdomain 

took place between 1400 and 1500 Ma. Further to the west, in the 

Parry Sound Region, at least 2 metamorphic events occurred in the 

Central Gneiss Belt. A granulite facies metamorphism at about 

1160 Ma, and a second metamorphism at ea. 1100 Ma roughly 

coincident with the main regional metamorphism in the Central 

Metasedimentary Belt. Final cooling below argon-blocking 

temperatures in hornblende and biotite occurred about 1000 Ma, as 

did injection of granite pegmatite dikes. Thus, at least two 

periods of metamorphism are probably present in the Fishog 

Subdomain, and a third contact metamorphic event is probably 

present in the country rocks to the monzonite and granite suite 

plutons that were emplaced at about 1400-1450 Ma.
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Evidence of the existence of an older period of metamorphism 

prior to the emplacement of the plutons of the monzonite and 

granite suites is found in several areas. Tonalitic migmatitic 

gneisses of map-unit 1 have a definite leucosomal phase that is 

cut by plutonic rocks of the granite suite (map-units 12-14). 

This leucosome may be related to partial melting of these rocks 

at the time the granite plutons were emplaced, or an early 

metamorphism prior to granite emplacement. Certainly, the 

sill-like intrusion pattern of the granite suite rocks indicates 

that the tonalitic migmatitic gneiss had a well-developed 

layering prior to granite emplacement, thus indicating this older 

metamorphic event.

Monzonite suite plutons (map-unit 10) have large migmatite 

zones developed along their margins. These zones consist of 

partly assimilated gneisses and migmatitic rocks and appear to be 

related exclusively to the emplacement of the monzonite suite 

plutons. They do indicate that metamorphic conditions of 

medium-grade hornfels were present around the margins of these 

plutons, if not of regional extent.

Migmatitic rocks are also found adjacent to rocks of the 

anorthosite suite (map-unit 5), and also indicate a local contact 

aureole of medium-grade hornfels, if not a regional metamorphism 

at this time. Certainly within the Fishog Subdomain, meta 

morphism did occur at ea. 1400-1450 Ma, whether it be contact or 

regional metamorphism.
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It is difficult to determine if the 1160 Ma metamorphism 

recognized in the Parry Sound area (van Breemen et al., 1986) is 

present in the Fishog Subdomain. Granulite facies rocks have not 

been found in the Fishog Subdomain, although they have been 

reported from typical Muskoka Domain rocks exposed on Highway 118 

4 km north of the map area (Culshaw et al., 1983). However, 

granulite facies metamorphism in the Alonquin domain occurred at 

1030+50/-20 Ma (van Breemen et al., 1986), indicating that 

granulite facies metamorphic conditions were reached at different 

times in different domains of the CGB. Thus, the age of possible 

granulite facies metamorphism in the Fishog Subdomain is unknown, 

and cannot be correlated directly with metamorphic events in 

adjacent domains.

Pyroxene has not been observed in thin-section from any 

granitoid rocks in the area. Granulite facies rocks in the 

Muskoka Domain are characterized by a patchy, olive-green or 

yellow-green colour, and can be easily recognized in the field. 

No such rocks were observed in the map area, and it is unlikely 

that any large areas of granulite facies rocks are present in the 

Fishog Subdomian. However, a number of patchy yellowish 

alteration zones do occur in the northwest part of the map area 

(Figure 9) in monzonites of the Longford Township body. These 

alteration zones may prepresent incipient development of 

granulite facies metamorphic assemblages. In thin-section these 

patches show an equigranular texture similar to that found in 

granulite facies rocks in the area, but they have no pyroxene or 

relict pyroxene (see also page 33). Thus, these patches could 

represent the inception of granulite facies, but without it
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reaching completion. In the absence of any typical granulite 

facies rocks, it is difficult to say if this metamorphic event is 

represented in the Fishog Subdomain.

The regional metamorphism at 1030-1060 Ma also affected the 

Fishog Subdomain as well as areas to the east and west. Major 

fabric development in the granite and monzonite suite rocks may 

have occurred at this time. Certainly these rocks were ductile 

at this time, as structures in the Fishog Subdomain are 

deflected, without cataclasis to parallelism with the CMBBZ as it 

is neared. 

Metamorphism in the CNBBZ

As is the case with the Fishog Subdomain, the CMBBZ may have 

been subjected to several periods of metamorphism, culminating in 

the ea. 1050-1100 metamorphic event that characterizes the 

Grenville Province. However, the metamorphic history of this 

zone is not well-known. Locally it includes rocks lithologically 

similar to those present in the Fishog Subdomain, indicating that 

it formed sometime after 1400 Ma. Van Breemen and Hanmer (1986) 

reported zircon ages from syntectonic pegmatites within the CMBBZ 

near Carnarvon of 1060^10 Ma, indicating that the last major 

movement of the CMBBZ occurred then. Metamorphosed diabase dikes 

within the zone (in the Digby-Lutterworth area) indicate tectonic 

movement and metamorphism had all but ceased about 1000-900 Ma. 

This zone has certainly served as a zone for fluid movement, and 

the abundance of pegmatite dikes at all stages of disruption in 

this zone indicate that it was subjected to elevated temperatures 

for a considerable amount of time. Some of the oldest, disrupted 

pegmatites contain large K-feldspar crystals that are probably
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porphyroblasts, indicative of temperatures in the 650 0 C to 700 0 C 

range. To a certain extent, it is perhaps not relevant to think 

of this zone as being subjected to one or more periods of 

metamorphism, but rather to view it as a zone of continual 

metamorphism lasting from the beginning to the cessation of the 

tectonic activity affecting it. Any earlier metamorphic episode 

would likely have been obliterated by subsequent deformation and 

fluid movement within this zone.

In summary, there is probably no single metamorphic grade 

that characterizes the entire map area. Conditions during the 

1030-1060 Ma event were in upper amphibolite facies over most of 

the map area. However, in the Fishog Subdomain, this event 

represents the last of several metamorphic episodes. Within the 

CMBBZ, metamorphism ceased with last movement, and may have been 

at lower amphibolite to greenschist facies. More precise 

geochronologic data in the area will help to put further 

constraints on the metamorphic history of the area by aiding in 

the determination of the timing of geologic and structural 

events. 

STRUCTURAL GEOLOGY

Structural trends in the area reflect the trends of the 

major tectonic zones which comprise the map area. In the CMBBZ, 

trends are consistent reflecting the extreme transposition of 

earlier structures that has occurred in this part of the map 

area. Gneissosity strikes from north to northeast in the CMBBZ, 

and except near the contact with the Fishog Subdomain, dips 

within the CMBBZ are shallow to the southeast at between 10 0 to
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25* (Figure 12a). Dips steepen to 70 e -80 0 at the contact of the 

CMBBZ with the Fishog Subdomain. The CMBBZ is also characterized 

by a well-developed, shallow, southeast-plunging lineation 

(15 0 -20*) (Figure 12b). Contacts between units in the CMBBZ may 

be faulted. The best evidence for faulting along contacts is at

the contact between dolomite marbles and straight gneiss exposed.

on Haliburton County Road 2 north of Little Bob Lake (Photograph 

8). Here a thin, less than 25 cm thick mylonite is developed 

along the contact. Similar mylonite may be present in other 

contact zones, but if they were of similar thickness, they would 

be difficult to locate. Contacts between lithologic units 

in the CMBBZ are all southeast dipping, showing vergence to the 

northwest. Dips along the contacts steepen up from 25 0 away from 

the contacts to 4-5* or 55* at the contacts. Late pegmatite dikes 

are commonly injected along the contacts and obscure the original 

nature of the contact. These dikes may indicate some relaxation 

after formation of the contact, causing pegmatite injection. 

Small isoclinal folds are visible on most outcrops in the CMBBZ, 

and have axes in the plane of the gneissosity. In the 

Digby-Lutterworth area, and in the northeast corner of the map 

area, a few larger folds are also present in the CMBBZ. These 

folds fold gneissosity, and they may also repeat lithologic 

units. These larger fold structures plunge shallowly to the 

north or south, and have axes parallel to gneissosity. A number 

of kinematic indicators are present in gneisses of the CMBBZ, 

including rotated feldspar augen, C-S structures, pull apart 

structure ('surf and 'turf structures of Hanmer and Ciesielski,
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1984), and sheath folds (Hanmer and Ciesielski, 1984) and all 

show vergence to the northwest. This vergence is consistent with 

a model of northwestward directed thrusting in the Central Gneiss 

Belt and the CMBBZ proposed by Davidson et al. (1982, 1984), 

Culshaw et al. (1983) and Hanmer and Ciesielski (1984).

The Fishog Subdomain shows a change in structural style from 

east to west. Near the CMBBZ, structural trends and lithologic 

contacts have been rotated into north and north-northeast trends 

parallel to those observed in the CMBBZ. Adjacent to the CMBBZ, 

Fishog Subdomain rocks also contain a prominent southeast- 

plunging lineation similar to that present in the CMBBZ. 

This lineation is absent, or at least not as well-developed, in 

the western and northwestern parts of the Fishog Subdomain. With 

distance from the CMBBZ, structural trends of map-units and 

gneissosity in the Fishog Subdomain, although still commonly 

north-northeast trending, begin to show more variation, and 

specific structures such as small scale folds, lineation, and 

fractures can be observed locally in certain lithologic units. 

This is not the case in the eastern part of the map area, where 

structures are more ubiquitous. Major fold structures occur 

adjacent to the Anson Shear Zone north of Millward Lake (Figure 

5). These fold structures are located only in areas underlain by 

mafic gneisses of unit 3. They are younger than these gneisses, 

but older than the granodiorite and granite intrusions (map-units 

11 and 13) of the Fishog Subdomain.
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The form of plutonic rocks in the Fishog Subdomain is 

influenced by the character of the older gneiss units (map-units 

1,2, and 3). Lenticular and sill-like plutonic bodies are common 

in the area west of the Anson Shear Zone which is underlain 

mainly by well-layered older gneisses. East of the 

Anson Shear Zone, plutonic bodies are broader and sub-circular in 

form, and were intruded into more homogeneous gneisses.

Locally, a number of straight gneiss (mylonite) zones are 

also present in the Fishog Subdomain and generally are located 

within 5 km of the CMBBZ, to which they may be related.

A major fault set is present in the area. A northwest- 

trending set of faults cuts all units of the subdomain and the 

CMBBZ, and which clearly offset lithologic contacts in the area 

(Figure 4 and 5). These northwest-trending faults begin to 

splay near the CMBBZ, and offset the CMBBZ. In the 

Digby-Lutterworth area, the late faults trend northeast, and they 

could be part of a conjugate set along with the

northwest-trending faults. If so, the faults may be related to 

relaxation of the Fishog Subdomain after thrusting.

In addition to these major structural features, there may 

also be a north-south variation in structure across the map area, 

reflecting a regional tilt. In the southern part of the map 

area, the oldest rocks of the Fishog Subdomain are exposed, as 

are the best examples of the major fold structures. The mylonite 

zones of the Fishog Subdomain are also widest in the south. The 

CMBBZ is narrower in the south, and shows fewer lithologic 

units. And, in the Denna Lake Structural Complex, white,
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weakly mineralized pegmatites are more common in the north. All 

of these features can be explained if there is a slight (5 0 or 

less) regional tilt across the map area, which results in 

slightly deeper crustal levels being exposed in the south. The 

shallow dips of the lithologic units in the map area would serve 

to enhance such slight differences in depth or degree of erosion. 

GEOCHRONOLOGY

No geochronological work has been conducted in the Minden 

area apart from some K-Ar isotopic ages in the Digby-Lutterworth 

and Lochlin areas performed by the Geological Survey of Canada on 

biotite samples from a number of rock types collected by the 

author (Easton, in press). These K-Ar ages show local 

indications of excess argon release along the CMBBZ, but in 

general they show ages of ea. 950-1000 Ma, consistent with 

argon-argon cooling ages of 990jf10 Ma from the nearby Bark Lake 

diorite and Glamorgan Gabbro Complex (Berger and York, 1981). 

Cooling ages of this age range are typical for this portion of 

the Grenville Province (Easton, 1986c).

Van Breemen and Hanmer (1986) have reported U-Pb zircon ages 

for pegmatites within the CMBBZ about 20 km north of the Anson 

area in the vicinity of Carnarvon, and Hawk Lake. They obtained 

ages of 1065+15 and 1060+6 Ma from these two localities 

respectively, effectively dating emplacement of the Redstone Lake



Thrust Sheet and hence latest movement of the CMBBZ. This age of 

106CH15 Ma effectively dates development of major structures and 

the "Grenvillian" metamorphic overprint in the Minden area.

A number of geochronological studies have been conducted in 

the Central Gneiss Belt near Parry Sound that may be applicable 

to the timing of geologic events within the Anson and Digby- 

Lutterworth areas. These studies are summarized in Table 5, 

which also indicates possible timing relations between these 

areas and the map area. In general, there is a correspondence of 

lithologic units and geologic events between the Central Gneiss 

Belt and the Fishog Subdomain; although it appears that granulite 

facies metamorphism has occurred at different times across the 

CGB (van Breemen et al., 1986). Also, there is no geochronolog 

ical data for one major rock unit in the Anson area; namely, the 

'older diorite' group of the Fishog Subdomain. 

AEROMAGNETIC DATA 

Local Magnetic Patterns

Comparison of Map P.3066 (back pocket) and the available 

aeromagnetic survey (Geological Survey of Canada, 1952; 1984b) 

indicates only minor, local correlations between aeromagnetic 

contour patterns and rock types in the Anson area. For example, 

the CMBBZ does not have a distinctive aeromagnetic signature, nor 

are its margins defined magnetically. The north-south linearity
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of lithologic units in the Fishog Subdomain is not well-defined

other than along the Anson Shear Zone, nor are the anorthositic

and related rocks different in their aeromagnetic signature than

the adjacent monzonites and granites.

Figure 13 is an interpretive magnetic map for the area,

showing the four main types of magnetic patterns present in the

map area. What follows is a brief description of these patterns,

and their relation to the geology of the area.

i) Pattern Type 1 consists of areas having a total field of 2000 

to over 2200 gammas, with steep gradients at their margins. 

These are the magnetic highs of the area. This pattern occurs 

in two bands, one on the west side of the Anson Shear Zone, 

and the other along Anson Creek. Near the Anson Shear Zone, 

this pattern corresponds to a band of layered granites 

(map-unit 14) which represent sheared granite sills and mafic 

country rocks. The band through Anson Creek and Big Trout 

Lake may be related to a fault along the trend of the creek, 

or a zone of xenoliths in the Longford Township monzonite 

body, or both. This pattern in the Digby-Lutterworth area 

is associated with granitic rocks in the Fishog Subdomain, but 

it is not associated with any particular granite type, or even 

all the pluton boundaries as mapped on the surface. This is 

generally the case in the Anson area, although it may also be 

related to major geologic structures as well.

ii) Pattern Type 2a has a subdued magnetic expression, with a 

total field of 1600 to 1700 gammas. It is associated with 

tonalitic gneiss of unit 1 intruded by sills of granitic 

gneiss (unit 13) in the southeast part of the map area, and
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along the boundary of the CMBBZ and the Fishog Subdomain. In 

the Digby-Lutterworth area, this pattern was most commonly 

associated with granitic gneisses of unit 13, but again, not 

in a uniform or systematic fashion.

iii) Pattern Type 3a is another subdued pattern, with a total 

field ranging from 1700 to 1900 gammas. It is underlain 

mainly by granitic rocks (unit 13), monzonitic rocks (unit 

10), or migmatitic gneiss (unit 4). This pattern is the main 

magnetic pattern for most of the Anson area, as it was in the 

Digby-Lutterworth area.

Pattern 3b is more erratic than that of 3a, and is located 

only in the extreme northwest corner of the map area. It is 

probably related to the development of incipient granulite 

facies metamorphic assemblages in the monzonitic rocks in this 

part of the map area, since the distribution of this pattern 

outlines the area of patchy alteration observed in the 

monzonites (Figure 9) believed to reflect the onset of 

granulite facies metamorphism. A similar pattern is present 

north of the map area in the region underlain by granulites. 

iv) Pattern Type 4- is an erratic pattern ranging from

1300 to 1700 gammas. It occurs in the Denna Lake Structural 

Complex to the east, and the CMBBZ.

Overall, similar magnetic patterns could be outlined for the 

Digby-Lutterworth area to the south (Easton, 1986a), but there, 

these magnetic patterns could be correlated with different 

aspects of the local geology. For instance, pattern 4 in the 

Digby-Lutterworth area was associated with areas underlain by 

tonalitic migmatitic gneisses (map-unit 1); in the Anson area
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pattern 2a is associated with these same rocks. This would seem 

to indicate that the magnetic patterns only broadly correlate 

with local geology, and perhaps reflect deeper structures. The 

CMBBZ/CGB boundary in the Anson area is better defined 

magnetically, than it is in the Digby-Lutterworth area to the 

south.

In summary, the aeromagnetic data for the map area can be 

broadly correlated with known geology. The aeromagnetic data are 

more closely tied to bulk rock composition than to regional 

tectonic structures. 

Regional Magnetic Patterns

Figure 14 shows in a generalized form the residual total 

field aeromagnetic data (Geological Survey of Canada, 1984b) for 

the southern Grenville Province superimposed on a map showing the 

main tectonic elements of the region. In general, there is an 

association between regional aeromagnetic patterns and regional 

structures, for example the Harvey-Cardiff Arch and the Parry 

Sound Domain. The Fishog Subdomain both in and adjacent to the 

map area is distinctive in its magnetic expression when compared 

to the adjacent Muskoka Domain. Thus, the Fishog Subdomain may 

indeed be a distinct tectonic entity from the Muskoka Domain. 

Further mapping along the western and northern boundaries of the 

Fishog Subdomain is needed in order to test this possibility.
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AIRBORNE GAMMA-RAY SPECTROMETRIC DATA

Airborne gamma-ray spectrometric coverage of the Anson 

area is available at two scales; 1:250 000 scale (Ontario 

Geological Survey, 1978) and 1:50 000 scale (Geological Survey of 

Canada, 1984a). The data for the two government data sets show 

similar regional patterns, but anomalies in the area are better 

defined by the 1:50 000 scale coverage.

Figure 15 shows a simplified version of the gamma-ray 

coverage at 1:50 000 scale for the Anson area for the equivalent 

Thorium (eTh) data in ppm superimposed on a generalized geologic 

map of the area. No known radioactive mineral occurrences are 

present in the area. The few weak anomalies shown on the eTh map 

(Figure 15) can be correlated with well-exposed outcrop areas of 

syenogranite, and appear to be unrelated to any specific thorium 

enrichment. The equivalent Uranium (eLI) map (not shown) shows no 

ell anomalies in the Anson area. In the adjacent Howland, 

Lochlin, and Digby-Lutterworth areas, known radioactive 

mineralization is always found associated with airborne gamma-ray 

spectrometric anomalies O2 ppm el) or >5 ppm eTh, or both), and 

is a reliable exploration tool for radioactive mineralization in 

the area (Easton, 1986a; Easton et al., 1987). Thus, the absence 

of airborne gamma-ray anomalies in the Anson area would suggest 

that the area has a low potential for radioactive mineralization.
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GEOLOCICAL SYNTHESIS

Davidson et al. (1982) recognized that the Central Gneiss 

Belt of the Grenville Structural Province consisted of a number 

of crustal segments, or domains, separated from each other by 

high-strain or mylonite zones. Davidson et al. (1982) proposed a 

model of northwest-directed thrusting related to a continental 

collisional event at ea. 1100 Ma to explain these and other field 

observations. Subsequent work by Davidson and co-workers 

(Davidson et al., 1984; Culshaw et al., 1983; Hanmer and 

Ciesielski, 1984) has led to further refinement of the original 

model, but its essential elements have remained intact. Several 

elements of the geology of the Anson area can be best explained 

using the model of northwest-directed thrusting, and are 

elaborated upon below.

As mentioned in the introduction to the section on the 

Fishog Subdomain and in the section on Aeromagnetic Data, rocks 

within the Fishog Subdomain are distinct from typical Muskoka 

Domain rocks, and the Fishog Subdomain has a unique aeromagnetic 

signature. Granulite facies mineral assemblages are absent from 

the eastern part of the Fishog Subdomain. It is possible that 

the Fishog Subdomain is another crustal segment (domain) of the 

Central Gneiss Belt, and it may structurally overlie the Muskoka 

Domain. It has lithologies distinct from typical Muskoka Domain 

rocks (see Culshaw et al., 1983), it has distinct structural 

trends (e.g. see Schwerdtner and Mawer, 1982), it may be meta- 

morphically distinct (only local or no development of granulite 

facies metamorphism), and is aeromagnetically distinctive.
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Further mapping in the western Fishog Subdomain is needed to 

demonstrate that this region is indeed different from the Muskoka 

Domain. In this report, the Fishog Subdomain is tentatively 

called a subdomain of the Muskoka Domain, although it may later 

be demonstrated to be a true domain. Figure 16 shows the stack 

ing sequence of domains or crustal plates in the western part of 

the Central Gneiss Belt, and the possible position of the Fishog 

Subdomain in the sequence. The CMBBZ and the Denna Lake 

Structural Complex would in turn structurally overlie the Fishog 

Subdomain.

As noted in Table 5, correlation of major geologic events in 

the Fishog Subdomain with other parts of the Central Gneiss Belt 

in the Muskoka region does not indicate the presence of any 

widespread, contemporenous geologic events across the region, 

other than perhaps a main period of magmatism at 1350-1450 Ma, 

during which time most meta-igneous rocks in the Fishog Subdomain 

were emplaced.

Van Kranendonk (1987) has compared the tectonic regime of 

the Fishog Subdomain to the Okiep Copper District, South Africa, 

in particular, the Koperberg Noritoid Suite (Mclver et al., 1983; 

Conradie and Schoch, 1986). This suite consists of a group of 

anorthositic and dioritic gneisses, mainly sills, which were 

intruded into a sequence of highly deformed and metamorphosed 

(granulite and upper amphibolite facies) granitic and monzonitic 

gneisses and subordinate metasedimentary rocks at about 1100 Ma 

(Conradie and Schoch, 1986). However, intrusive relationships 

with the granitic rocks are better preserved in the Okiep
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District than in the CGB, and it appears that the anorthosites 

were intruded about 100 Ma after peak metamorphisdm (Conradie and 

Schoch, 1986), a significant difference which is as yet 

undocumented in the Fishog Subdomain. Martingole (1986) has also 

noted an association between anorthositic rocks and granulite 

facies rocks in the Central Granulite Terrane in Quebec, however, 

he regards the emplacement of the anorthosites as a multi-stage 

process, including rapid intrusion coeval with rifting, 

remobilization of crustal material and diapirism of the 

anorthosites coincident with crustal thickening, and a final late 

stage leading to the development of corona microstructures. The 

conlusion to be reached from this brief discussion of anorthosite 

genesis is that at the lower crustal depths that the Fishog 

Subdomain was formed, a variety of age relationships and 

associations between anorthosites and their country rocks exist, 

with the important variables being crustal temperature, tectonic 

activity, and the timing of magma genesis and the rates of magma 

rise through the crust. Thus, the Fishog Subdomain cannot 

necessarily be directly compared with other areas, although some 

general elements of similarity may be present.

We can view the development of the Fishog Subdomain as a 

complex process that occurred over a long period of time. 

Initially, it represented a dominantly dioritic to tonalitic 

terrane, possibly with some associated supracrustal rocks, which 

were emplaced, and which then locally passed through a 

metamorphic event which resulted in the formation of migmatites 

(units 1, and 4). These older rocks could be related to the 

1610-1680 Ma magmatic event present in the mid-continental U.S.
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and in Labrador; or they could be 1420-1480 million years in age 

corresponding to a major period of volcanic and plutonic activity 

in the mid-continent (Easton, 1986c). This was followed by the 

main period of magmatism at 1350-1450 Ma, which resulted in 

significant heating of the crust, and intrusion of anorthositic, 

monzonitic, and granitic magmas (units 5 to 14), in many cases, 

as sills or sheets. A second period of metamorphism probably 

occurred at this time, particularly around the margins of the 

larger felsic intrusives. This was followed by a waning of 

magmatic activity, manifested by intrusion of small quartz 

diorite and gabbroic plugs (unit 16). This activity may have 

ended about 1350 Ma. The next major tectonic event affecting the 

region was the overthrusting of the CMB to the northwest over the 

CGB, with the development of the CMBBZ, the Denna Lake Structural 

Complex, and the mylonite and shear zones present throughout the 

Fishog Subdomain. Upper amphibolite metamorphic conditions, 

locally reaching granulite facies, occurred during this thrusting 

event at about 1060 Ma. This was followed by a period of cooling 

and uplift characterized by the resetting of K-Ar ages to 

950-1000 Ma. The crust in this part of the shield was stabilized 

by the time of carbonate platform deposition in the late Cambrian 

- early Ordovician.
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A related question is what constitutes the boundary between 

the Central Metasedimentary Belt and the Central Gneiss Belt. 

Certainly the CMBBZ is a fundamental part of this boundary. But 

the Denna Lake Structural Complex is also tectonically disag 

gregated, apparently at a time similar to the formation of the 

CMBBZ. Its main difference is compositional, one is composed of 

tectonites, the other of brecciated supracrustal rocks. 

Historically, the marble units, whether brecciated or not were 

considered as part of the Central Metasedimentary Belt (e.g. 

Wynne-Edwards, 1972). This also seems to be the approach follow 

ed by Davidson et al. (1982, 1984), and would seem to be most 

practical, and was the approach taken by the author previously 

(Easton, 1986a). Until the boundary between the Central 

Metasedimentary and the Central Gneiss Belt has been mapped in 

greater detail along its length, the historic boundary of the 

Central Metasedimentary Belt is the most practical for mapping 

purposes, and the Denna Lake Structural Complex is a part of the 

Central Metasedimentary Belt, albeit a disrupted, marginal phase 

to it.

This outline of the history of the development of the Anson 

area is preliminary, and only attempts to describe the main and 

best understood features of the map area. Additional work will 

lead to refinement of this geological history, which serves as a 

framework for understanding the development of this complex map 

area .
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ECONOMIC GEOLOGY 

Introduction

The Anson area contains only a single previously reported 

non-metallic mineral occurrence, and no mineral production has 

occurred in the area.

Within the Digby-Lutterworth area to the south, rocks of the 

Fishog Subdomain and the CMBBZ showed some favourable indications 

for hosting gold, copper, and locally molybdenum mineralization 

(Easton, 1986a). Lithologically similar rocks present in the 

Anson area may also host these metallic minerals.

Radioactive mineralization in the Minden region is limited 

to uranium and thorium concentrations in syenite pegmatite 

veins. Elsewhere in the Minden region, Easton (1986a), and 

Easton et al. (1987), noted that the larger uranium and thorium 

occurrences were coincident with regional airborne gamma-ray 

spectrometric anomalies. No such anomalies occur in the Anson 

area .

Non-metallic mineralization consists of relatively pure 

dolomite marble which could be used for decorative or ornamental 

stone. Other stone prospects in the Anson area include flagstone 

production from the eastern part of the CMBBZ, and facing stone 

production from the more homogeneous granite and monzogranite 

gneisses present in the central and western parts of the map 

area.
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A number of assay samples were collected by field party 

personnel from rusty-weathering zones in granitoid gneisses in 

the Anson area, and were analyzed by the Geoscience Laboratories, 

Ontario Geological Survey, Toronto. No anomalous assay values, 

relative to background levels determined from the 

Digby-Lutterworth area (Easton, 1986a) were found. 

Prospecting and Mining Activity

Exploration activity in the Anson area has been extremely 

limited, and no exploration work in the area has been recorded in 

the Assessment Files Research Office, Ontario Geological Survey, 

Toronto. Apart from sand and gravel extraction in the 

east-central part of the map area, no mineral production has 

occurred in the area. 

Metallic Mineralization 

COPPER

Within the migmatite zone of the Fishog Subdomain (Figure 

4), gabbroic and dioritic gneisses containing disseminated 

chalcopyrite and bornite are present on lots 4-7, Concession 2; 

and lot 3, Concessions 3 and 4 of Hindon Township, only 3 km 

north of the north-central boundary of the map area (Figure 4). 

Dupel Mines Limited and Imperial Oil Limited reported average 

grades of lft-2% copper from this occurrence (Assessment Files 

Research Office, Ontario Geological Survey, Toronto). Similar 

gneisses within the Anson area may contain similar copper 

mineralizaton, although none was observed by field party 

personnel.

More specifically, Easton et al. (1985) suggested that
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gneisses of unit 1 in the Digby-Lutterworth area may also be 

favourable hosts for copper mineralization on the basis of their 

overall mafic composition. Several new assay samples collected 

on the north shore of Lutterworth (Devil's) Lake (lot 2*f, 

concession 13, Lutterworth Township), 400 m south of the 

south-central boundary of the Anson area contain copper at four 

times the backgound level for these rocks (180 ppm was the 

highest value, background levels are 35 ppm, based on several 

non-mineralized samples reported in Easton, 1986a), and confirm 

that these rocks may contain local copper concentrations. 

GOLD

In the Digby-Lutterworth area, gold has been reported in 

mafic gneiss (map-unit 1) of the Fishog Subdomain (Easton, 

1986a). Unit 1 gneisses in the Anson area may also host gold 

mineralization.

Again, in the Digby-Lutterworth area (Easton, 1966a) 

examined deformed and sheared rocks of the CMBBZ for gold 

mineralization, because shear zones in Archean age terranes 

commonly host gold mineralization. The results of this earlier 

study (Easton, 1986a) were inconclusive, and limited outcrop in 

the Anson area prevented much additional sampling. Nevertheless, 

the gold potential of the CMBBZ should still be considered 

favourable.

Non-Metallic Mineralization 

NARBLE

Relatively pure dolomite marbles have the greatest potential
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as an industrial mineral in the area, and such marbles are 

exposed in a band 4 km long and up to 500 m wide along the 

western shore of Bob Lake. As noted in the geological synthesis 

section, this band of marbles may be lithocorrelative with the 

Eagle Lake marble band to the northeast of the map area (Figure 

3). Bolender's Brothers Limited is presently quarrying dolomite 

marbles at Eagle Lake, 25 km northeast of the Anson area. Adams 

and Barlow (1910) commented that at that time, the marbles at Bob 

Lake had considerable potential for facing stone (see below). 

Description of Occurrences 

Narble Occurrence (1) 

LUTTERWORTH AND ANSON TOWNSHIPS

Serpentinous marbles occur on lot 12, concession 1; lot 11, 

concession 2; and lots 11 and 12, concession 3 of Anson Township, 

and on lot 13, concession 14- of Lutterworth Township, and are 

part of a band of marbles exposed along the western shore of Bob 

Lake. Three assay samples were collected from the dolomite 

marbles on lot 13, concession 14 of Lutterworth Township, and 

reported in Easton, 1986a (his Table 16). These samples 

contained less than 2.5% silicate impurities, and one sample 

contained less than 1*^ silicate ganque. One sample contained 190 

ppm zinc, however, dolomite marbles in the region generally 

contain zinc values in the 150-200 ppm range (Easton, 1986a; 

1987).

The Bob Lake marbles were described by Adams and Barlow

(1910, p. 213), and their comments are reprinted here because of

their relevance to the use of these rocks as building stone:
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"On the shore of Big Bob Lake, on lot 11, concession III of 

Anson, beds of highly serpentinous limestone are found, 

alternating with others consisting of pure limestone. On 

the little islands off shore on the same lot, additional 

exposures of the same rocks are seen. Much of this 

limestone is very rich in serpentine, the mineral having a 

dark green colour, and occurring in all sizes from little 

grains to masses nearly 2 feet in diameter. Another body of 

limestone very rich in serpentine ocurs on the south of lot 

11, concession II of Anson.

A band of beautiful serpentine limestone also occurs on 

lot 16, concession XIV of Lutterworth, in the bed of a 

little stream which runs the length of this lot. It is 

flanked on either side by a bed of rusty weathering 

sedimentary gneiss so often associated with the Laurentian 

limestones, and at the point where the road traversing this 

lot crosses the stream, is exposed for a width of 30 yards. 

On going up the stream from this point the limestone 

gradually pinches out, the bands of rusty gneiss flanking it 

on either side coming together. The serpentine, as before, 

occurs in grains, lumps, and masses, the largest masses 

being as much as 2 feet in diameter. While the small grains 

have a rounded outline, the large serpentine masses are 

sub-angular, as if they represented severed fragments of 

larger masses or portions of bands. Under the microscope 

the serpentine grains are often seen to be aggregated 

together into little groups, and to lie embedded in calcite 

individuals. They show the usual aggregate polarization in
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deep blue tints. A block of limestone was obtained and sent 

to the Forsyth granite works in Montreal, where it was sawn 

and polished. The stone presented a very fine appearance 

after polishing, and was reported by the Company to be 

easily worked, and of excellent quality, and in their 

opinion of great beauty. Had it been on the market, the 

Company in question would have employed it in the interior 

decorations of the Canada Life Assurance building in 

Montreal, instead of certain foreign marbles which they were 

obliged to import." 

SAND AND GRAVEL

Good quality sand and gravel deposits occur along the Gull 

River system and are glaciofluvial and glaciolacustrine in 

origin. Several quarries are present in the Anson area in these 

deposits, mainly along Bobcageyon Road (Figure 16). These 

quarries supply the Minden area, and there are enough deposits in 

the area to allow for future expansion. 

STONE

Stone potential in the area differs considerably between the 

CMBBZ and the Fishog Subdomain. Within the CMBBZ, flagstone 

could be produced, particularly in the most easterly part of the 

area, which is underlain by straight gneiss. The main 

limitations on such activity are better prospects to the east in 

the Lochlin area (Easton, 1985; Easton et al., 1987) and to the

south in the Digby-Lutterworth area (Easton, 1986a). Thick till 

cover in the Anson area also hinders surface evaluation of 

potential quarry sites.
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Within the Fishog Subdomain, stone potential is limited by 

the lack of flaggy rocks, and the heterogeneous and layered 

nature of many units in the Anson area. The relatively 

homogeneous granite gneisses (map-unit 13) and monzonite gneisses 

(map-unit 10a) in the western and central part of the map area 

have the greatest potential for use as ornamental stone, but have 

yet to be formally evaluated. As deformation related to the 

CMBBZ decreases rapidly west of the Anson Shear Zone, the western 

third of the area has the best potential for producing large 

quarry blocks. However, lack of road access in the map area 

makes it unlikely that any of these units will be exploited for 

stone in the near future, especially as better prospects for 

stone production from these lithologies exist in the 

Digby-Lutterworth area (Easton, 1986a). 

Suggestions for Future Exploration

Unfortunately, for most types of mineralization, better 

exploration targets exist in the immediately adjacent Howland 

(Easton, 1987); Digby-Lutterworth (Easton, 1986a); and Lochlin 

(Easton, in press) areas to the southeast, south, and east, 

respectively.

Within the Anson area, metallic mineral potential in the 

Fishog Subdomain is difficult to establish. Few occurrences are 

known in the Anson area, but then again, exploration has been 

extremely limited in the Fishog Subdomain. The best targets in 

the Anson area are the CMBBZ for gold mineralization, and mafic 

gneisses (mainly map-units 1 and 3) in the eastern Fishog 

Subdomain for copper and possibly gold mineralization. Thick
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till cover in the area may allow for the use of till sampling as 

an exploration tool.

Few pegmatites are exposed in the Anson area relative to the 

adjacent Lochlin and Digby-Lutterworth areas, hence radioactive 

mineralization potential is low, particularly as these pegmatites 

are deep-seated. In the areas to the south and east, 

radioactive mineralization is strongly correlated with airborne 

gamma-ray spectrometric anomalies, and this is probably the best 

exploration tool for such deposits.

Non-metallic mineralization in the Anson area is present as 

dolomite marbles on the west shore of Bob Lake, and as flagstone 

prospects in the easternmost part of the CMBBZ.
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TABLE 1; Table of Lithologic Units for the Anson Area. 

PHANEROZOIC 

CENOZOIC

QUATERNARY 

RECENT

Organic swamp and alluvial deposits 

PLEISTOCENE

Outwash deposits, sand, silt, clay and till

Unconformity 

PRECAMBRIAN 

MIDDLE TO LATE PROTEROZOIC

LATE- TO POST-TECTONIC FELSIC INTRUSIVE ROCKS 

POTASSIC PEGMATITIC INTRUSIVE ROCKS

Syenite to syenogranite pegmatite dikes and sills

Intrusive Contact 

FELSIC INTRUSIVE ROCKS

Weakly deformed syenogranite plutons

Intrusive Contact

CENTRAL METASEDIMENTARY BELT BOUNDARY ZONE (CMBBZ) 

Moderately to highly disrupted gneisses, 

generally of unknown protolith, with varied 

composition ranging from amphibolite to granite, 

locally containing porphyroclastic and 

well-transposed gneisses

Fault Contact

DENNA LAKE STRUCTURAL COMPLEX (METAMORPHOSED TECTONIC 

BRECCIA)

Fist- to house-sized and larger, round to 

to sub-round blocks of amphibolite, gabbro,
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diorite, granodiorite, syenogranite, cataclastic 

syenogranite and syenite pegmatite, migmatite, 

paragneiss, meta-arkose, metawacke, 

quartzarenite, dolomite and calcite marble in a 

medium-grained calcite matrix.

Fault Contact? 

MIDDLE PROTEROZOIC

CENTRAL GNEISS BELT - FISHOG SUBDOMAIN 

MAFIC INTRUSIVE ROCKS 

Gabbro

Intrusive Contact?

Fault Contact 

MYLONITIC ROCKS

Proto- and ultramylonite

Fault Contact 

FELSIC INTRUSIVE ROCKS

LAYERED GRANITE GNEISS (HYBRID GNEISS)

Layered monzogranite to syenogranite gneiss with 

20 to 50* thin layers of fine-grained mafic 

gneiss of unknown origin

Intrusive Contact 

MASSIVE GRANITE GNEISS

Medium- to coarse-grained syenogranite gneiss 

Intrusive Contact

INJECTION GNEISSES

Migmatitic gneisses derived from massive granite 

gneiss and dioritic to tonalitic migmatitic 

gneiss of the 'older* gneiss group 

Intrusive Contact
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INTERMEDIATE INTRUSIVE ROCKS 

Granodiorite gneiss

Intrusive Contact 

MONZONITE SUITE

Monzonite Gneiss

Intrusive Contact 

Intermediate to Monzonitic Gneiss

IntrusiveContact 

ANORTHOSITE SUITE

Quartz diorite gneiss

Mafic to Intermediate, quartz-poor intrusive 

rocks including quartz-diorite gneiss, 

monzodiorite, quartz monzonite

Anorthosite, including anorthosite, anorthositic 

gabbro and leucogabbro 

MIGMATITIC ROCKS

Migmatitic gneiss derived from layered 

calc-silicate gneiss; diorite and other mafic 

gneisses; monzonite suite intrusive rocks; and 

massive granite gneiss

Intrusive Contact 

OLDER GNEISSES

DIORITIC AND OTHER MAFIC GNEISSES

Intrusive Contact 

LAYERED CALC-SILICATE GNEISSES

Unconformity? 

DIORITIC TO TONALITIC MIGMATITIC GNEISSES
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Table 2: Chemical analyses from map-unit 1, Digby-Lutterworth 
and Anson map areas.

constituent
wt. %
Si02
Ti0 2
A1 2 0 3
Fe203
FeO
MgO
CaO
Na2 o
K 2 0
P 2 05
MnO
C0 2
S
H 2 o*
H 2 0-
Total

ppm
Co
Cr
Cu
Nb
Ni
Pb
Rb
Sr
Th
V
Y
Zn
Zr

1 84-RME-
2 ft/L-PMC-

1
69.30
0.59
14.20
0.87
3.08
1.55
2.09
2.75
4.02
0.06
0.07
0.13
0.02
1.11
0.05

99.89

10
141
30
8

15
32

105
220
OO
55
16

128
205

2
48.70
1.45

13.00
2.42

11 .00
7.78
10.28
2.43
0.97
0.06
0.29
0.10
0.02
1.34
0.06

99.82

45
181
34
8

65
ao
o
85
OO
390
27

165
90

0324, migmatitic tonalite
n "} 3 *\ rmtsim-t4-{4-{^i 4-x*,i-i1*4-.n.

3
69.10
0.51
14.80
0.90
2.74
1.27
2.14
3.11
3.66
0.05
0.06
0.12
0.11
0.99
0.09

99.65

O
160
60
7
5

26
90

220
OO
65
17

114
175

gneiss (Unit

4
65.60
0.61
15.50

1 .07
2.84
1.75
2.77
4.16
3.27
0.07
0.06
0.29
0.17
0.69
0.01

98.86

12
33
47
8

12
23

135
910
12
NR
15
86

215

1) 
i \

3 84-RME-0326, migmatitic tonalite gneiss (Unit 1)
4 84-RME-0287, sheared migmatitic tonalite gneiss (Unit

adjacent to CMBBZ. 
NR - not reported

1 )
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TABLE 4: Classification of pegmatite dikes (after Cerny, 1982 
and Ginsburg et al., 1979). Dikes in the Anson area 

________belong mainiy to Class III.___—-—--————^—-———.——.

I. Pegmatite formation at shallow depths (1.3-3.5 km).
(Miarolitic pegmatites),pods of pegmatite in the upper 
parts of epizonal granites intrusive into rocks of the 
lowest metamorphic grades, with cavities carrying piezo 
electric quartz, optical-grade fluorite, gem-quality beryl, 
topaz, etc.

II. Pegmatite formation at intermediate depths (3.5-7 km).
(Rare-element pegmatites), pegmatites with Li, Rb, CT, Be, 
Ta, (Sn, Nb) mineralization, filling fractures in rocks of 
lower to middle amphibolite facies, and generated by the 
fractionation of differentiated allochthonous granites.

III. Pegmatite formation at great depths (7-8 to 10-11 km).
(Mica-bearing pegmatites),hosted by metamorphic rocks of 
upper amphibolite facies, and carrying minimal rare-element 
mineralization, if any, but commonly extensive mica 
reserves. Direct products of anatexis or separated from 
anatectic, more or less autochthonous granites.

IV. Pegmatite formation at maximal depths (M1 km).
In granulitefaciesterranes,usually withno economic 
mineralization but locally containing allanite, monazite and 
corundum. They commonly grade into migmatites, having no 
obvious granitic parents.



Table 5: Comparison of geochronology data from the Central Gneiss Belt near 
Parry Sound with the relative timing of events in the Anson area. 
Data for Central Gneiss Belt is summarized in Easton (1986c).

central part of the 
Central Gneiss Belt'1

Late-Tectonic Pegmatites

Metamorphism

not represented?

Metamorphism (AD) 
Metamorphism/Thrusting (PSD)

Metamorphism (granulite 
facies) (PSD)

Plutoni sm - granite suite

- granite/ 
monzonite suite

- anorthosite(PSD) 
diorite (PSD)

not represented?

Age 
(in Ma)1

ea. 1000 (k, z)

ea. 1000 (k)

1060+15 (z)2

1030*50;-20(z)3 
112U5(z)3

ea. 124-0-1260(r) 
116U3(z)3

U20(z)

1^0+60 (z) 3 (AD) 
ea. Tf80-1500(r)

ea. 1350*50(z)3 
H25±75(z) 3

Fishog Subdomain

Late-Tectonic Pegmatites

'Grenvillian 1 overprint

CMBBZ deformation

not represented in Anson? 

not represented in Anson?

granite plutons 
granodiorite plutons

monzonite suite plutons

anorthosite

older diorite group

1 modified from Table 3, Easton (1986c) see Easton (1986c) for complete references
2 van Breeman and Hanmer (1986)
3 van Breeman et al., (1986)

k - K-Ar ages; r - Rb-Sr ages; z - zircon ages 
(AD) Algonquin Domain; (PSD) Parry Sound Domain
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Figure 3: Regional geologic setting of the Anson area (shown by 
diagonally ruled pattern).
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Figure 4: Generalized geologic map of the Anson, Digby-

Lutterworth, and Highway 118 areas, showing main 

lithologic units, major tectonic features, and 

important mineral occurrences.
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Figure 5: Geologic map of the Anson map area, simplified from 

Map P.3066 (Easton et al., 1987). Abbreviations: 

DLSC - Denna Lake Structural Complex.
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Figure 6: Major tectonic features and geographic names, Anson 

map area.
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Figure 7: Distribution of anorthositic rocks in the Anson and 

Minden area.
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Figure 8: Normative Q-A-P plot for the main intrusive suites of 

the Fishog Subdomain, based on analyses from both the 
Digby-Lutterworth and Anson areas. Note that the 
normative compositions do not necessarily plot in the 
modal fields of Streckeisen (1976) shown on the 
diagram. For example, the modal monzonites plot as 
normative granodiorites. See Streckeisen and 
LeMaitre (1979) for discussion of this phenonemon.
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A granites (unit 13) 
O granodiorite (unit II)
^ monzonites to

monzogranites (unit 9, IO)
A anorthosite suite 

(unit 5,6,7)
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Figure 9: Distribution of larger monzogranite to syenogranite 

masses, xenolith-rich zones, folding of gneissosity, 

and patchy alteration zones in the Longford Township 

monzonite body (map-units 9 and 10). Because of poor 

outcrop exposures in the area, not all areas of patchy 

alteration, xenolith-rich zones, or folds, may be 

indicated on the map.

EXPLANATION

gabbro plugs (unit 16)

sheared and layered granite gneisses (units 13c and 14)

massive syenogranite gneiss (unit 13) 

LONGFORD TOWNSHIP MONZONITE BODY 

coarse-grained monzogranite gneiss (unit 10k) 

monzonite to monzogranite gneiss (unit 10 and 9) 

xenolith-rich zones 

yellowish alteration zones

older gneisses east of the Anson Shear Zone 

migmatitic granitoid gneisses (unit 4)

fault

trend of gneissosity and dip

antiform, synform of gneissosity
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Figure 10: Lithotectonic subdivisions of the CMBBZ in the

Anson and Lochiin areas. Fewer subdivisions of the 

CMBBZ north of Bob Lake reflects increased till cover 

to the north. Abbreviations: BR - Bobcageyon Road; 

HC2 - Haliburton County Road 2; Au - gold; dol - 

dolomite; mb - marble; st - stone.

EXPLANATION

Denna Lake Structural Complex

Central Metasedimentary Belt Boundary Zone (no 

temporal order implied in listing of sub-units)

"straight gneiss"

sheared granite and granodiorite gneiss

calc-silicate and quartzofeldspathie gneisses

dolomite marble

mafic gneisses, possibly derived from units 1 and 3

mixed composition gneisses (irregularly layered

gneisses), possibly derived from units 4 and 12

"Porphyroclastic gneisses"

late felsic intrusions (unit 25)

Central Gneiss Belt (Fishog Subdomain)

* 4. l granite gneisses 

mafic gneisses
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Figure 11: Surficial geology of the Anson area.

EXPLANATION

bog and swamp deposits

sand and gravel

glaciofluvial outwash and deltaic deposits, and 

glaciolacustrine depoosits of glacial Lake 

Algonquin

bedrock drift complex: discontinuous to continuous 

drift, in places sufficently thick to subdue 

bedrock topography, sandy to silty sand till 

with variable stone content, unit thickness to 

the north.

bedrock drift complex: thin, discontinuous drift, 

sandy to silty sand till with variable stone 

content, outcrop exposure 30!K-50^ of surface 

area.

previously known industrial mineral prospect

sand and gravel pit
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Figure 12: a) Density plot of gneissosity measurements from the 

Fishog Subdomain and the CMBBZ, Anson area, showing 

dominant northeast-striking, shallow southeast-dipping 

trend for the area.

GNEISSOSITY

N*368

Equal Area Net
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Figure 12: b) Density plot of lineation measurements in the Anson 

area. Large area of southeast-dipping measurements is 

from the CMBBZ. Measurements outside of the southeast 

quadrant are from the northwest part of the Longford 

Township monzonite body.

LINEATION

Equal Area Net
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Figure 13: Aeromagnetic patterns within the Anson area. Adapted 

from Geological Survey of Canada, 1952. Main tectonic 

divisions of area and major late faults also shown. 

See text for discussion of correlation of aeromagnetic 

data with local geology.

Inferred Magnetic Pattern*

Type 1, areas of total field ^000 gamma*, high* over 
2200 gammas, steep gradients at contacts of zone

Type 2a,areas of 1600 to 1800 gammas, 
moderate contact gradients

i ——— i Type 3a, areas of 1800 to igoo gammas, 
' — — l generally 1800 gammas, smooth contours

r; : ; :.v:.] Type 3b, areas of 1600 to 1800 gammas, 
locally smooth contours, but generally erratic

Type 4, areas of 1300 to 1600 gammas, erratic 
contours, contours tightly clustered, 
local highs and lows
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Figure 14-: Total field residual magnetic anomalies and major

tectonic structures, southwestern Grenville Province. 

Domain and subdomain boundaries after Culshaw et al. 

(1983). Fishog Subdomain boundary is based on inter 

pretation of aerial photographs and maps of Baer et 

al. (1977) and Schwerdtner and Mawer (1982) and is 

only an approximation. CMBBZ ^ Central Meta- 

sedimentary Belt Boundary Zone; DSLC - Denna Lake 

Structural Complex. Area southeast of the CMBBZ is 

the Central Metasedimentary Belt; areas west and north 

are the Central Gneiss Belt. Aeromagnetic data 

simplified from Geological Survey of Canada (1984-b).



RESIDUAL TOTAL FIELD

• 275 to 4300 gammas, 
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local highs to * 150 gammas, 
mainly -300 to O gammas
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mainly * -300 gammas
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Figure 15: General geology, and 5 and 7.5 ppm eTh airborne

gamma-ray spectrometric anomalies in the Anson area. 

Areas of higher eTh are underlain by large outcrop 

areas of granite gneiss of map-unit 13, and low 

overburden. Airborne data from Geological Survey of 

Canada (1984-a).

MOT/P*
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U: Major structural subdivisions,
 southwestern Grenville 

Province. Domain and subdoroain boundaries f
rom 

Cuishaw et al. (1983). Key to numbers: (1) Algonquin 

and Britt Domains; (2) Parry Sound Domain; (3) Moon 

River and Rosseau Domains; (4) Fishog Subdomain; and 

(5) Central Metasedimentary Belt.
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Photograph 1: Tonalitic migmatitic gneiss of map-unit 1, north of 

Lutterworth Lake showing distinctive granodioritic 

leucosome (84RME-158).
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Photograph 2: Upper: Thinly layered granitic gneiss with 10S* 

mafic to intermediate layers and pods of partly 

assimilated gneiss of units 1 and 3 (map-unit 4. 

(86RME-5)

Lower: Close-up view of same unit (86RME-6)
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Photograph 3: Anorthosite, anorthositic gneiss, and gabbroic 

anorthosite blocks annealed by late granite 

pegmatites in boudinaged anorthosite sheet adjacent 

to the Anson Shear Zone, north side of Highway 118, 

500 m east of Anson Creek (85RME-99).
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Photograph : Upper: Mafic inclusion in monzonite gneiss 

(map-unit 10) (86RME-44).

Lower: Close-up of surface texture of monzonite 

gneiss (map-unit 10) (86RME-107)
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Photograph 5: Upper: Isoclinal fold of gneissosity in monzonite 

gneiss (map-unit 10a), northwest shore of Rainy 

(Anson Lake) (86RME-15).

Lower: Isoclinal fold in monzonite gneiss folding 

inclusion in gneiss (map-unit 10a), northwest shore 

of Rainy (Anson) Lake (86RME-16).
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Photograph 6: Syenogranite gneiss of map-unit 13 showing weak 

gneissosity common in this unit (86RME-34).

Photograph 7: Mafic bands in syenogranite gneiss (map-unit 13 

grading into map-unit 14) (86RME-69). Contrast 

with Photograph 6.
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Photograph 8: Contact between straight gneiss of the CMBBZ (upper 

part of photo) and pure dolomite marbles within the 

CMBBZ. Locality is located on Haliburton County 

Road 2 south of Bob Lake 1 km north of southern 

boundary of the map area. Contact between the 

marble and the gneiss is a 5 to 10 cm thick 

calcareous, micaceous layer.

Photograph 9: Mafic gneisses (map-unit 22d) in the western part 

of the CMBBZ north of Bob Lake, probably derived 

from man-unit 1 (85RME-77).
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Photograph 10: Porphyroclastic gneiss with disaggregrated

pegmatite layer. Haliburton County Road 2, 

southwest of Bob Lake (8A-RME-143) .

Photograph 11: Close-up of disaggregation typical of rocks

within the porphyroclastic gneiss zone of the 

CMBBZ (84RME-138).
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Photograph 12: Straight gneiss zone west of the Anson Shear Zone 

developed in granitic gneisses of map-unit 1 ^ , 

cut by late syenogranite pegmatite (map-unit 26) 

(86RME-68).
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APPENDIX 1

Location of Chemically Analysed samples from the 

Digby-Lutterworth and Anson map areas.

Figure A-1: Map showing the location of samples from the

Digby-Lutterworth area for which chemical analyses 

are reported herein and in Easton (1986a). Triangle 

- partial analyses; Square - complete analyses.

Figure A-2: Map showing the location of samples from the Anson

area for which chemical analyses are reported herein 

and in Easton (1986a). Symbols as in Figure A-1.
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MARGINAL NOTES

INTRODUCTION
The Anson area is located 140km northeast of Toronto and 
includes pans of Anson, Digby, Hindon, Longford. Lutterworth. 
Minden, and Oakley Townships. The map area covers about 
270 km2 and is bounded by Longitudes 78 045'W and 79 S'00'W and 
by Latitudes 44~'52'30"N and 45t '00'00"N. The Town of Minden 
lies 1 km east of Ihe east-central boundary of the map area, and 
access is provided by a township road, several bush roads and 
snowmobile trails, and by float-equipped aircraft. Till cover in the 
area increases to the north and west, obscuring the bedrock 
geology,

MINERAL EXPLORATION
Adams and Barlow (1910) described serpentinized marbles in the 
vicinity of Bob Lake (lot 12, concession II, and lot 13, concession 
III, Anson Township; lot 13, concession XIV, Lutterworth Township) 
(Property 1) and suggested that these rocks had potential as 
building slone. No other recorded mineral exploration has been 
conducted in the map area (Assessment Files Research Office, 
Ontario Geological Survey. Toronto (AFRO)). Dupel Mines Limited, 
from 1954 lo 1956, and Imperial Oil Limited, in 1972 and 1973, 
examined copper showings hosted by dioritic gneisses on lots 4 lo 
7, concession II, and lot 3, concession III and IV, Hindon Township, 
3 km north of the north-central boundary of the map area (AFRO).

PREVIOUS WORK
Most of Ihe area has remained unmapped subsequent to the work 
of Adams and Barlow (1910) and the geological compilation of the 
region by1 Satterly (1943), Schwerdtner and Mawer (1982) included 
the Anson area in their reconnaissance mapping. The adjacent 
Digby-Lulterworth area to the south and the Lochlin area to the 
east were mapped by the Ontario Geological Survey in 1984 and 
1^85 respectively (Digby area—Easton 1986, Easton e f a/. I985a, 
1!*85b; Lochlin area—Easton, in press; Easton and Van Kranen 
donk, in press).

GENERAL GEOLOGY
K* 3St of Ihe Anson area is underlain by Precambrian rocks ot 
fiddle Proterozoic age which form pan of the Central Gneiss Belt 
c/ the Grenville Province Deformed Middle to Lale Proterozoic 
ri cks of Ihe Central Metasedimentary Belt Boundary Zone 
(' MBBZ) are found along the Eastern boundary of the map area, 
separating supracrustal rocks df the Central Melasedimentary Belt 
t' the east (Easton 1985) from granitoid gneisses ot the Central 
C.neiss Belt (Fishog Subciomain1'(Easton 1986)) to the west (Figure 
1 A thin sliver of marble .tectonic breccia of the Denna Lake 

5 fuclural Complex (Easton 1986) is present in the extreme south- 
* istern corner of the Anson area.

Most of the lithologies present in the adjacent Digby-Lutter- 
v.orth area to the south (Easton 1986) continue along strike into 
t'.e Anson area. Figure 1 shows the general geology of the Anson, 
C gby. and Highway 116 region and the main lithoiogical group- 
i r 'gs present in the Anson-Digby areas. Four main lithoiogical 
p r oupings can be recognized (Figure 1) in the Anson area. From 

to wesl these are:
deformed gneisses of the CMBBZ (units 1B to 24)(Figure 1) 
the Fishog Subdomain of the Central Gneiss Bell, which 
contains, from east to west:

i an area of migmatitic, dionlic, and tonalitic gneisses (units 
1 and 3), which are iniruded by sills of granite gneiss 
{units 12 to 14)(Figure 1)

ii an area of thinly layered, compositionally varied, mig 
matitic gneisses (unit 4), which locally contains pods and 
layers of anorthosite, anorlhositic gabbro, and gabbro 
(units 5 and 6), and which also contains a number of 
broad folds (Figure 1)

iii a large area of predominantly monzonite gneiss (units 9 
and 10) that underlies most of Longford Township (Figure 
1)

FISHOG SUBDOMAIN (CENTRAL GNEISS BELT)
7 ne Fishog Subdomain (units 1 lo 16) consists of metamorphosed 
rocks of predominantly igneous origin. For ease of comparison 
with the geologically similar Djgby-Lutterworth area to the south, 
map units 1 to 16 on this map correspond to map units 1 to 16 on 
the Digby-Lutterworth sheets (Easton ei at. 1985a, 1985b). Only 
map units 8 and 15 are not represented in the Anson area, and 
units 2 and 9 are only poorly represented.

Rock units in the Fishog Subdomain can be subdivided on the 
basis of lithology, structure, and crosscutting relationships into 
four groups, which roughly correspond to the three main tectonic 
divisions present in Ihe Anson area (Figure 1). In order of inter 
preted decreasing age these are:
1 an older migmatitic diorite group (units 1, 2, 3, and 4)
2 meta-anorthosite (unit 5) and related rocks (units 6 and 7)
3 monzonite and monzogranite plutons (units 9 and 10)
4 syenogranite silts and plutons (units 12, 13, and 14)

The older migmatitic diorite group is found mainly in the 
eastern third of the Fishog Subdomain, and is best exposed 
between Beer Lake and the southern boundary of the map area. In 
this area, the group consists of migmatitic, protomylonitic diorite, 
granodiorile. and tonalite gneisses with a quartz-plagioclase leuco 
some (unit 1). These rocks are intruded, to varying degrees, by 
syenogranite sills (unit 13 and 14), which locally have partly 
assimilated and mixed with the mafic rocks to form a hybrid 
lithology (unil 12). To the north, this band of rocks is structurally 
overlain by rocks of the CMBBZ (Figure 1).

Nearer to the Anson Shear Zone (Figure 1), rocks of the 
dioriie group are more mafic, in composition (unit ( 3), are less 
migmatitic, and are closely associated with a zone of thinly lay 
ered, compositionally varied, migmatitic gneisses (unit 4) which 
are locally agmatitic, nebulilic, and stromatic. Intrusion migmalites 
(including intrusion breccia) are also included in unit 4. Gneisses 
of unit 4 appear to represent a highly reworked older unit, which 
locally shows some lithoiogical similarities to units 1, 2, and 3, bul 
which is also injected by granitoid material of units 9 to 14. Within 
this zone of migmatites is a boudinaged anorthosite sheet (unit 5) 
which can be traced for over 20 km, from the southwestern corner 
of the Digby area, to the northern shore of Miltward Lake (Figure 
1). The sheet reappears northwest of Beer Lake and can be traced 
north to Highway 118, 5 km north of the map area. In addition lo 
anorthosite, gneissic anorthosite, and gabbroic anorthosite, a 
group of diorite, quartz monzodiorite, and monzodiorite rocks 
(units 6 and 7) are associated with this boudinaged anorthosite 
sheet and, together with Ihe anorthositic rocks, form a useful 
marker horizon.

Also within this zone are a number antiforms and synforms, 
with 1 to 2 km long wavelengths, which can be traced along the 
length of the zone (Figure 1), and are defined by both lithoiogical 
repetition and dip reversals. This is the only pan of the map area 
where such large-scale folding is so continuous and well defined.

In Ihe Anson area, the western contact of this major zone of 
older diorilic gneisses (units 1 to 4) coincides wilh the Logan Lake 
Shear Zone of Schwerdtner and Mawer (1982). Based on mapping 
in the Anson area and along Highway 118 near Anson Creek, the 
author concurs that the western margin of this zone does repre 
sent a shear zone, which separates mainly dioritic gneiss^ snd 
syenogranite sills to the easl from monzonitic rockb io the wesl 
(Figure 1), and that this sheaf zone probably represents a thrust 
(Schwerdtner and Mawer 19S2). The shear zone does not veer 
west through Logan Lake as .shown by Schwerdtner and Mawer 
(19S2), but rather continues to the southwest through the Digby- 
Lutterworth area as shown in Figure 1. A number of mylonite 
zones in the Digby-Lutterworth area (Easton 1986) may be splays 
that are related lo this structure. Because the shear zone does not 
pass through Logan Lake, it is proposed that the shear zone be 
renamed the Anson Shear Zdne, as it lies along Anson Creek in 
Anson Township.

The western half of the map area is underlain by a suite of 
monzonitic to monzogranitic rocks (units 9 and 10)(Figure 1). 
These rocks are composilionally varied, and have xenolith-rich 
zones up to several hundred metres in width (units 10b, 10f, and 
4), The proportion of xenoliths increases to the north and north 
west, and these rocks take on a more migmatitic and agmatitic 
character. Similar rocks in the Digby-Lutterworth area were pre 
viously regarded to be plutons (Easton and Van Kranendonk 
1984); if so, then these rocks probably represent a marginal phase 
of these bodies to the north, li is equally probable that the 
monzonite suite rocks were intruded as a series of closely spaced 
sheets, rather than as large mesozonal plutons

Massive to weakly foliated granodiorite plutons (unit 11), 
which were common in the Digby-Lutterworth area, are only found 
south of Millward Lake along the Anson Shear Zone. A few, late, 
gabbro intrusions (unit 16) are present in the Fishog Subdomain, 
and occur near the margins of Ihe monzonite plutons.

DENNA LAKE STRUCTURAL COMPLEX

varble tectonic breccias (units 17a and 17b) of the Denna Lake 
S-ructural Complex crop out in Ihe extreme southeastern corner of 
the map area, and have been described in detail in Easton (1986).

CENTRAL METASEDIMENTARY BELT BOUNDARY ZONE (CMBBZ)

Tne CMBBZ separates the Central Gneiss Belt (Fishog Subdomain) 
from the Central Metasedimentary Belt (Denna Lake Structural 
Complex in the map area). Rocks within this zone (units 18 to 24) 
have been technically modified and have been described by 
Hanmer and Ciesielski (1984) f and Easton (1986). These rocks are 
poorly exposed in the Anson area because of thick till cover and 
e*tensive glaciofluvial deposits. Using the terminology of Hanmer 
and Ciesielski (1984), the main lectonjtes exposed in the map 
area are irregularly layered (units 20 to 24} and porphyroclastic 
gneisses (unit 19). Some straight gneisses (unit 18) occur in the 
extreme eastern part of the map area and are pan of a large band 
o 1 these rocks that trends north-northeast through the adjacent 
Lochlin area. Adjacent to the contact with Ihe Central Gneiss Belt. 
rocks in the CMBBZ are more highly deformed equivalents of units 
ir the Central Gneiss Bell (for example, unit 22d was probably 
d'-rived from unit id), an observation previously made in the 
Digby-Lutterworth area (Easton 1986). A sliver of clean dolomite 
mnrble (unit 17c) and an unusual quartz-rich garnet-sillimanile 
rock (unit 17d) lie within Ihe CMBBZ on the southwestern shore of 
B' b Lake, and indicate that the CMBBZ contains material derived 
fr m both the Central Gneiss Belt and Ihe Central Metasedimen- 
ta y Belt.

METAMORPHISM AND STRUCTURAL GEOLOGY
Metamorphic grade in the Anson area is upper amphibolite facies, 
ai'nough granulite facies rocks are present on Highway 118, 4 km 
nc-th of Pauper Lake (unit !0g). Patches of yellow coloured, 
weathered monzonite {unit 10g) are common in the northwestern 
pri't of the Anson area, and may represent the incipient develop- 
rri'-nt ol granulite facies metamorphism.

Deformation in rocks of the Central Gneiss Belt is greatest 
ne^r the CMBBZ, and decreases westward. A prominenl southeast 
plunging lineation is present in all lithologies in the CMBBZ. and is 
al:o well developed in rocks of the Central Gneiss Bell as far west 
at the Anson Shear Zone.

A series of north-northwest-trending faults cuts across the 
Ar son area, and displaces all units, including rocks within the 
CMBBZ (Figure 1). Late faults in the Digby-Lutlerworth area are 
no-lheast-trending, and the two sets may be conjugate (Figure 1). 
These faults offset all major Precambrian structures and uniis, 
tnt luding the CMBBZ (Figure 1).

ECONOMIC GEOLOGY
Longford Township is underlain almost entirely by monzonite and 
monzogranite gneisses, similar lo units in the Digby-Lutterworlh 
area, none of which contain any unusual trace element or metal 
contents (Easton 1986; unpublished data). Apart from use as 
building stone, these rocks show limited economic potential at 
present.

Within the migmatite zone, gabbroic and dioritic gneisses of 
unit 3, containing disseminated chalcopyrite and bornite, are pre 
sent on lots 4 to 7, concession II, and lot 3, concessions III and IV, 
Hindon Township, 3 km north of the map area, from where Dupel 
Mines Limited and Imperial Oil Limited reported average grades of 
1 to 2V* copper (Assessment Files Research Office, Ontario Geo 
logical Survey, Toronto). Similar gneisses are present in the Anson 
area in the migmatite zone east of the Anson Shear Zone.

Gold has been reported in the dioritic migmatitic gneisses of 
unit 1, in the Digby-Lutterworth area (Easton 1986). The overall 
mafic composition of the gneisses suggests that they may be 
favourable host rocks for base metals, such as copper, as well as 
for gold.

Within the CMBBZ, the relatively pure dolomite marble, which 
occurs near Bob Lake (Property 1), could be used for building or 
crushed stone, or as a source of magnesium carbonate for a 
variety of industrial purposes Flagstone potential is limited within 
the Anson area. More favourable prospects occur to the east, in 
the adjacent Lochlin area (Easton 1985), where there is a greater 
abundance of straight gneisses (unit 18).

Sand and gravel is present in the eastern part of the map 
area, associated with the Gull River system. A number of quarries 
are operating within and adjacent to the map area, supplying the 
Minden region. Extensive till cover over much of the Anson area 
may allow the use of till sampling as an exploration tool.
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PRECAMBRIAN

LEGEND

Central Metasedimentary Belt Boundary Zone 

[~ tectonites 

CENTRAL GNEISS BELT 

Dioritic Migmatite Zone

: :.- :.-: mtJ\ diorite to tonalite gneiss, locally migmatite, locally intruded by 
.•iii syenogranite sills

Migmatite Zone

r^7|] migmatitic gneiss, granite composition, with screens or partly 
i. 1 .'^. assimilated zones of older mafic gneiss, agmatite, breccia

L^J anorthosite, anorthositic gabbro, gabbroic anorthosite

' ' diorite, monzodiorite gneisses, may be comagmatic with 
L—:j. anorthosite

Monzonite Suite

l .""I monzonite, monzogranite gneisses, locally contains migmatites 
L'.^J and intrusion breccias of monzonite and older mafic rocks

A mineral occurences ,'

r 1^ antiform, synform, defined by gneissosity
i " 

—— fault

Au gold

Cu copper

st flagstone quarry ' - t

Figure 1. General geology of the Digby, Anson, and Highway 118 
region showing main geological units and tectonic divisions. The 
heavy line outlines the boundary of Ihe Anson area.

SYMBOLS

Small bedrock out 
crop

Area of bedrock out 
crop

Gneissosity; 
(horizontal, inclined, 
vertical)

Foliation; (horizontal, 
inclined, verlical)

Lineation wilh
plunge

Geological 
boundary, observed

Geological 
boundary, position 
interpreted

Lineament or fault:
(observed,
assumed)

Antiform synform, 
wilh plunge

Gravel pit

ABBREVIATIONS
dal......................,..,....,.................................. dolomite

PROPERTIES
l Bob Lake Marble Occurrence (dolomite)

SOURCES OF INFORMATION
Basemap from maps of the Forest Resources Inventory, Lands and
Waters Group, Onlano Ministry of Natural Resources
Geology not tied to surveyed lines.
Magnetic declination approximately 11 C 14'W in 1986.
Metric conversion factor: 1 fool ^ 0.3048 m.
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LEGEND*-**

PHANEROZOIC 
CENOZOIC 

QUATERNARY
PLEISTOCENE AND RECENT

Till, gravel, sand, and organic deposits

UNCONFORMITY

PRECAMBRIAN
MIDDLE TO LATE PROTEROZOICd

LATE TECTONIC TO POST-TECTONIC FELSIC INTRUSIVE 
ROCKS

POTASSIC PEGMATITIC INTRUSIVE ROCKS

26 26 Syenite to syenogranite pegmatite veins
' 26a Magnetite-allanite-biotite syenite to syenogranite, 

coarse grained to pegmatitic, showing varying 
degrees of cataclasis

26c Biotite±magnetite±quartz-rich zones of granite, 
coarse grained to pegmatitic, showing varying 
degrees of cataclasis

INTRUSIVE CONTACT 

FELSIC INTRUSIVE ROCKS

25 l 25 Weakly deformed syenogranite, locally foliated 

INTRUSIVE CONTACT

CENTRAL METASEDIMENTARY BELT BOUNDARY ZONE
{CMBBZ)
(Units 18 to 24 inclusive)

INTERMEDIATE TO MAFIC GNEISSES6 
(Heterogeneous, Moderately to Highly Disrupted)

24 Compositionally heterogeneous, thinly to thickly
layered gneisses 

24b Mafic, dioritic to tonalitic, migmatitic gneisses.
may in pan be a deformed equivalent of unit 1 

24c Same as unit 24b, but derived specifically from
unil 1c

24x Same as unit 24b, but brecciated 

FAULTED CONTACT?

GNEISSESd
{Heterogeneous, Moderately to Highly Disrupted)

23 Compositionally waned on a centimetre to metre 
scale, thinly to medium layered gneisses

FAULTED CONTACT?

MAFIC GNEISSES6 

(Moderately to Highly Disrupted)

22 22 Thinly to thickly layered mafic gneisses 
22a Fine- to medium-grained, thinly to medium

layered gneisses of amphibo/ite to diorite
composition 

22b Medium- to coarse-grained, thinly to thickly
layered gneisses of amphibolite to gabbro to
anorthositic gabbro composition 

22d Fine- to medium-grained, migmatitic, dioritic to
tonalitic gneisses, probably derived from unit 1

PAUL TED CONTACT?

GNEISSES
(Heterogeneous. Moderately to Highly Disrupted, Locally 
with Metasedimentary or Metamorphic Protolith)

21 Unsubdivided
21a Thinly to thickly layered gneiss, with roughly

equal proportions of granitic and matic layers 
21d Porphyroclastic gneiss and unit 2la in roughly

equal proportion, porphyroclastic gneiss as 0.5
to 1.5m thick layers 

21e Mafic, fine- to medium-grained gneiss, locally
contains clots of granitic material, accounting for
30^o of the rock

2lg Fine- to medium-grained quartzofeldspathic
schist with quartzarenite and calc-silicate layers

FAULTED CONTACT?

GRANITE GNEISSES6 
(Homogeneous, Moderately Disrupted)

20 20 Unsubdivided granite gneiss
——— 20c Medium-grained, leucocratic granite gneiss: 

occurs as 3 to 5 m thick layers; very flaggy: 
interlayered with units 19 and 21, with strongly 
attenuated quartz and feldspar grains

20d Medium-grained, tonalite to granodiorite gneiss, 
with strongly attenuated quartz and feldspar 
grains

FAULTED CONTACT?

GNEISSES AND TECTONITES6 (Porphyroclastic Gneisses) 
(Heterogeneous. Highly Disrupted)

19 19 Unsubdivided
—— 19a Porphyroclastic gneiss

19b Thickly layered gneiss, roughly equal
proportions of granitic and mafic layers; less 
disrupted counterpart of unit 19a

19c Grey tonalitic gneiss with 20 to 30C70 granitic 
material, occurring as 1 to 10 cm clols, 
disseminated throughout the rock

19d Porphyroclastic gneiss and unit 19e. in roughly 
equal proportions

I9e Roughly equal proportions of dark grey, fine 
grained mafic gneiss and medium- to coarse 
grained granite, thinly to thickly layered, granite 
layers ccmmonly show varying degrees of 
cataclasis

FAULTED CONTACT? .

; GRANITIC GNEISSES^ (Straigh' Gneisses) 
(Moderately lo Highly Disrupted)

18 j 18 Unsubdivided
~~ 18a Thinly to medium layered granite gneiss with 

strongly attenuated quartz grains; <^0 /o mafic 
layers; mafic layers commonly biotite-rich

18b Thinly to thickly layered gneiss; about 50 0A fine- 
to medium-grained leucogranite and 
porphyroclastic gneiss, and about 50 0x0 mafic 
layers, consisting of fine- to medium-grained. 
biolite garnet gneiss

18c Thinly to thickly layered gneiss; about 50"A 
medium- to coarse-grained granite layers, and 
5CWe fine-grained, dark grey, biotite-rich layers; 
locally garnetiferous

FAULTED CONTACT?

MARBLE TECTONIC BRECCIA, CARBONATE AND SILICEOUS 
CLASTIC METASEDIMENTARY ROCKS

17 17 Unsubdivided. carbonate and siliceous clastic
metasedimentary rocks

17a Warble breccia, no dominant fragment type 
17b Warble breccia, quartz-arenite fragments

predominate 
17c Medium- to coarse-grained dolomite marble,

massive 
17d Garnet-siliimanite schist, quartz rich

FAULTED CONTACT

CENTRAL GNEISS BELT-FISHOG SUBDOMAIN 
(Units 1 to 16, inclusive) 

MAFIC INTRUSIVE ROCKS

16 Coarse-grained gabbro plugs 

INTRUSIVE CONTACT? 

FAULTED CONTACT? 

MYLONITIC ROCKS6

15 ' 15 Mylonitic rocks, unsubdivided 

FAULTED CONTACT

FELSIC INTRUSIVE ROCKS 
Layered Granite Gneisses (Hybrid Gneiss)

t4 14 Unsubdivided, but with 25oxc layers of mafic.
fine-grained, thinly to thickly layered gneiss;
mafic material of unknown origin; rest of rock
monzogranite to syenogranite composilion;
medium lo coarse grained 

14a Roughly equal proportion of granite and mafic
material 

14b Granitic layers more abundant than mafic layers
He Mafic layers more abundant lhan granitic layers; 

may in part refiecl more intense deformation

INTRUSIVE CONTACT

Massive Granite Gneiss
i

13 Unsubdivided
13a Massive, coarse-grained syenogranite gneiss 
13b Massive, medium- to coarse-grained

syenogranite gneiss; several phases visible on
outcrop 

13c Sheared, fine- to medium-grained monzogranile
to syenogranjle gneiss; overall composition of
unit varied on outcrop scale 

13d Fine- to medium-grained monzogranite,
commonly with attenuated quartz grains,
particularly in the east 

13f Massive, fine- (o coarse-grained syenogranite
gneiss, containing 107D lo 20*^ pegmatite layers
and cross-cutting veins 

13h Sheared monzogranite gneiss, commonly
inclusion-rich (units 3 and 4); grades into
intrusion breccia

13j Yellow to buff weathering, weathered, fine 
grained granite gneiss 

13m Medium- lo coarse-grained granodiorite to
monzogranite gneiss 

13o Same as unit 13h, not sheared 
13r Units 13a and 13b with 2 by 2 m mafic and

gabbro blocks 
13x White to pink-weaihering syenogranite to syenile

dikes; may in parl be younger than unit 13

INTRUSIVE CONTACT 

Hybrid Gneiss Derived from Units 1 and 13

12 12 Unsubdivided
"~ 12a Hybrid gneiss consisting of tonalitic and dioritic 

gneiss of unil 1, injected with, and partly 
assimilated by, granites of unit 13; contains a 
proportion of unit 13 unit 1

12b Same as unit f2a, but contains equal portions of
unit 13 and unit 1 

12c Same as unit 12a, but contains more of unit 13
than of unil 1; grades into unit 1

INTRUSIVE CONTACT

INTERMEDIATE INTRUSIVE ROCKS 
Granodiorile Gneiss

11 l 11 Unsubdivided
11a Massive, medium- lo coarse-grained granodiorite

gneiss 
11b Fine- to medium-grained granodiorite gneiss:

more heterogeneous than unit 11a 
11c Sheared granodiorite gneiss

INTRUSIVE CONTACT
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MONZONITE SUITE 
Monzonite Gneiss

10 | 10 Unsubdivided
" ' 10a Massive, medium- to coarse-grained monzonite, 

locally monzogranite gneiss; commonly 10 0^ lo 
20 D;'o pegmatite veins present

10b Same as unit lOa, but with abundant mafic to 
amphibolite inclusions, compositionally varied; 
marginal phase to large plutons of lOa

10c Sheared monzonite gneiss
toe Hybrid gneiss consisting o! unit 9D cut by sills 

and dikes of unit 10a
lOf Pine-grained granodiorite to monzonite gneiss;

compositionally varied on an outcrop scale;
inclusions (blocks and layers) common 

10g Yellowish to greenish weathering, massive,
medium- to coarse-grained syenite to monzonite
gneiss

10h Medium- lo coarse-grained monzonite lo 
monzogranite gneiss

10k Medium- to coarse-grained syenite gneiss; cuts 
most other phases of unit 10

INTRUSIVE CONTACT

Intermediate Gneiss

9 Unsubdivided
9a Fine- to medium-grained massive, diorite to 

granodiorite gneiss
9b Fine- to medium-grained, massive, granodiorite 

to monzogranile gneiss

INTRUSIVE CONTACT

ANORTHOSITE SUITE 
Felsic Intrusive Rocks' 
(Spatially associated with units 5 and 6)

-•nsubdn'tdeJ 

Intermediate Intrusive Rocks

7 Unsubdivided
7b Tonalite gneiss, massive, medium grained

INTRUSIVE CONTACT

Mafic to Iniermediate Quartz-Poor Intrusive Rocks 
i 

l 6 Unsubdivided
6a Massive diorite to quartz diorite gneiss; medium

to coarse grained
6b Massive quartz monzodiorite; locally quartz 

monzonite gneiss; fnedium lo coarse grained

INTRUSIVE CONTACT

Anorthosite

5 Unsubdivided
5a Massive to weakly foliated anorthosite; "leopard

rock" texture: commonly hneated 
5b Leucogabbro gneiss 
5c Linealed to foliated anorlhositic gabbro 
5e Gabbroic gneiss
5f Anorthosite breccia with potassic pegmatite 

matrix

INTRUSIVE CONTACT

MIGMAT1TIC ROCKS
(Hybrid Gneisses derived from units 2, 3, 10, and 13)

4 Unsubdivided; includes rock units gradational 
— between rocks of the older diorite suite (units 2,

3) and the monzonite and granite suites (units 10
and 13). but not further divided 

4a Heterogeneous, inclusion rich monzonite gneiss
with very variable composition and layering;
contains lO'/o to 25 0A potassic pegmatite veins;
gradational into unit 10; mafic material
assimilaled from units 2 and 3 

4b Same as unit 4a, but blocky textured to
brecciated, with diorite, gabbro, and anorthosilic
gabbro blocks present locally 

4c Fine- to medium-grained granite gneiss, with
10Vo to ^5 0/o mafic to intermediate layers
representing partly assimilated units 2 and 3;
grades into units 10 and 13 locally 

4d Same as unit 4c, but with 15 0^ to 25"o mafic
layers; generally diorite

4e Very heterogeneous rock consisting of unit 4c, 
bul with an abundance of diorite, tonalite, 
granodiorite, and other blocks, layers, and partly 
assimilated zones

4o Same as unil 4c, but overall composition is 
monzonite to granodiorite

INTRUSIVE CONTACT

OLDER GNEISSES 
Picritic and Other Mafic Gneisses

3 Unsubdivided
3a Diorite gneiss
3e Massive diorite to quartz diorite; moderately

	foliated
3k Quartz diorite gneiss
3m Quartz monzodiorite gneiss
3n Same as unit 3e, bul strongly lineated
3p Amphibolite gneiss

INTRUSIVE CONTACT?

Layered Gneisses

2 j 2 Unsubdivided
—. 2 a Heterogeneous gneiss wilh thin to thick layers 

of varied comoosition. some quartz-rich and 
caic-silicaie layers, and magnetite-rich gneisses; 
possibly of melasedimenlary origin

UNCONFORMITY?

Dioritic to Tonalitic Migmatitic Gneisses

1 i 1 Unsubdivided
1a Diorite to tonalite gneiss, with centimetre-scale 

granodiorite ieucosome constituting 15 to 25 8A 
of Ihe rock: thinly layered

1 b Same as unit 1 a, but containing 10 lo 1S 0/^ 
garnet

1c Coarse-grained tonalite to granodiorite gneiss: 
may be larger leucosomal pods or en intrusive 
phases within unil 1a

1d Gabbro to mafic diorite and gneiss; commonly 
brecciated

NOTES
aThis is a field legend and may be changed as the result of 
subsequent laboratory investigations.

b&Jnsubdivided outcrops include: i) small outcrops where it is 
not possible to completely characterize (he rock unit, except 
in broad terms; ii) single outcrops where it is not possible to 
further divide the unit; (iii) outcrops from aerial photographs 
which were not visited by field party personnel. Types i) and 
li) predominate.

cThe Precambrian legend is a lithoiogical one, and stratig 
raphic order ts only in part implied by numerical order.

djMI Precambrian rocks have been subjected to regional meta 
morphism; many nonmetamorphic terms are used lor the sake 
of brevity and where the protolith is established Multiple 
codes are listed in order of decreasing outcrop abundance; 
for example, code I2a le,d — unit I2a is the most abundant, 
unit Id is the least abundant. Contacts are based, in general, 
on the distribution of Ihe most abundant unit, but some 
exceptions do occur.

ejhe protolith is indeterminate.
fjThis unit is not represented in the Anson area, but is present

in the Oigby-Lutterworth area to the south (Easton ef a/.
19B5a, 1965b)440 52'30"

440 52J 30


